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1, The present volume has a natural connexion 
•with that which precedes it in the series of the 
Archaeological Survey. It was very desirable 
that A Collection of Hieroglyphs, the types 
figured in which dated from the Middle and 
New Kingdoms, should be followed by a study 
of the earlier forms of the signs. Amongst the 
splendid tombs of the Old Kingdom in the 
Memphite necropolis, from which such a collec-
tion would naturally be gathered, the choice 
fell upon the chapel of Ptahhetep, so famous 
for its fine work, which dates from the Vth 
Dynasty. This selection was largely deter-
mined by the loan to the Survey of an almost 
perfect set of paper squeezes of the walls of 
the chapel by the Berlin Museum. For this 
courteous and generous furtherance of its 
objects the Society is indebted to the good 
offices of Professor Erman and Dr. Schaefer. 
The squeezes are of unsurpassable excellence. 
They were taken many years ago by Herr Ernst 
Leben, who lived for a long time in Egypt, and 
after his death they were presented to the 
Berlin Museum in 1886. 
A secondary motive for turning to this tomb 
existed in a natural desire to know what further 
inscriptions, if any, the mastaba might contain; 
for, notwithstanding the descriptions of the tomb 
byMariette and Diimichen (Plwtographische Be-
sultate, p. 16), there was reason to believe that 
other portions of the building were sculptured. 
It was determined, therefore, that the chamber 
should be re-excavated, and that the series of 
hieroglyphs, most of which had been copied 
from the squeezes, should be revised on the 
spot; while at the same time a survey of the 
mastaba should be made, sufficiently complete 
to show the relation of the chamber to the rest 
of the building, and to determine whether there 
were other sculptured work in the tomb. Any 
such new material would, of course, be copied 
in full. In this way the existing publications 
of an interesting mastaba would be usefullv 
supplemented. 
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2, Accordingly, the necessary permit was 
asked for and obtained from the Department of 
Antiquities of Egypt, and I began work at 
Saqqareh, December 1st, 1898. The excava-
tions soon made it clear that Mariette's summary 
description of the mastaba (Voyai/c, p. 41), and 
the plan of it given in his Mosln-btis, p. 359, 
were equally inadequate and misleading. A 
T-shaped chamber, of which no hint had ever 
been given, was found to open out of the 
central hall on its west side. Further, the 
whole of this chamber and a part of the 
corridor of the mastaba were decorated and 
inscribed in honour of a certain Akhethetep. 
Yet Mariette's former rcis, who still survives, 
certainly excavated the whole tomb, and a 
reference to this Akhethetep's titles seems to 
be made by De Rouge (Les Si.r I'rrni-iercs 
Dynasties, p. 101). In all probability, Akhet-
hetep is to be identified with the similarly 
named son of Ptahhetep, whose figure appears 
on the east wall of his father's chapel. No 
other part of the tomb contains any inscription; 
the published chapel is, therefore, the only part 
inscribed for Ptahhetep. 
These re-discovered sculptures, added to the 
hieroglyphs of Ptahhetep's chamber, together 
with the work of photographing, surveying and 
the like, afforded me occupation for the whole 
winter, so that the mastaba was not finally 
reburied under the sands until May, 1899. 
3, The general description of the tomb, and 
the discussion of all matters relating to Akhet-
hetep, will be reserved for the succeeding 
memoir. But as a general plan of the mastaba 
has been included among the plates, in order 
that the relation of the chapel of Ptahhetep to 
the other chambers may be seen, a few words 
must be devoted to it. 
The entrance of the mastaba is on the north, 
and leads into a corridor, which in the direct 
line has a rather peculiar termination. The 
visitor passes from it by a doorway on the 
right into a square hall, the ceiling of which 
is carried by four pillars. A doorway directly 
opposite leads from this central hall into the 
chapel of Akhethetep, while another on the left 
hand conducts down through a short passage to 
the chapel of Ptahhetep. The other chambers 
of the tomb are subsidiary. 
It should perhaps be stated, in explanation 
of the somewhat incomplete state of the plans 
on Pis. i. and ii., that the excavations necessary 
for a professionally complete survey of the 
mastaba, however desirable this might be, were 
not considered to come within the strict pro-
vince of the Archaeological Survey, although 
it was hoped that very useful plans might be 
constructed without too large an expenditure 
of time or funds. As will be seen, the mastaba 
proved to be extensive and of intricate con-
struction. Its outline on two sides is lost in 
adjoining buildings, and part of it at least was 
deeply buried. Consequently, although the 
original proposals were strained to meet the 
case, it was quite impossible, especially under 
the conditions of labour at Saqqareh, to under-
take the removal of such quantities of material 
as a complete clearance and reburial of the 
mastaba would have involved. In addition, the 
danger of serious damage to the structure, or 
of accidents to the workmen, obliged me to 
refrain from excavation in several places. The 
extent of my clearances can be ascertained from 
the plans and text, taken in conjunction; so 
that no unjustified conclusions need be drawn. 
A detailed explanation of the plans here given 
and of others will be furnished in the second 
volume. What they contain will, I venture 
to hope, prove some atonement for their 
apparently .gratuitous incompleteness in some 
particulars. 
4, The selection of material for this volume 
has been directed by the intention that it 
should supplement and complete previous pub-
lications as far as possible. The copies of the 
sculptures made by Miss U. F. E. Paget and 
A. A. Pirie, and published in Quibell's 
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Baiiwsseiim by the Egyptian Research Account, 
with a commentary by Mr. Griffith, have de-
servedly superseded the plates of Diimichen. 
The contents of that conscientious piece of 
work have therefore largely determined those 
of the present volume. On the one hand, it is 
hoped that the new material here supplied, 
and the corrections which the assistance of 
Mr. Griffith and the better conditions under 
which I worked have made possible, will give 
increased value to its predecessor. O n the 
other hand, what the first work contained has 
only in a very few cases been repeated in this. 
The desire has been that, while each fulfilled a 
separate aim, the two together should furnish 
a complete publication of the chamber of 
Ptahhetep. 
One grave reservation, however, has to be 
made. This promise is to the student, not 
to the art-lover. Outline drawings, even the 
most accurate, are but a poor substitute for the 
beauty of surfaces in relief; and some of the 
work in this chamber exhibits that astonishing 
accuracy, vivacity and freedom which Egyptian 
art affords when at its oldest and best. W e 
must also picture the chapel as affording, when 
its glories were fresh, a most brilliant blaze of 
colour. The bright blue, red, green, and black 
of the hieroglyphs, the ruddy brown flesh-tints, 
the yellow animals, and the vivid blue of the 
water and the wine-vat would be subdued a 
little, no doubt, by the dull grey of the ground 
colour. But taken together with the deep red 
of the ceiling, and the magnificent scheme of 
variegated colour on the false cloor, they would 
have an effect which it is difficult for the 
imagination to approach. The present condi-
tion of the walls is of no great help in the 
effort. Little catches the eye but the blue-grey 
background; for though traces of paint are 
numerous, they are generally very faint, and 
fragmentary indeed. 
5, Some attempt has been made in this 
volume to make good the absence of relief in the 
plates of the Ramesseum by the inclusion of a 
series of photographs of the east wall, the scenes 
of which are not only the most interesting but 
also the finest in execution, together with a few 
pictures of the west and north walls. These 
photographs, while doing but faint justice to 
the work, will at least afford some idea of its 
character. (A good photograph of the fracas 
among the boatmen, from the east wall, had 
been previously published by Mariette in his 
Voyage dan* la Haide Egypte, but is accessible 
there to very few.) 
To meet the second deficiency in some degree, 
a reproduction in colour of the patterns employed 
on the ornamented false door has been included. 
The fragments of paint still left were sufficient 
to make the restoration almost, if not quite, 
complete. The signification of this door and 
the character of its decoration being both of 
great interest, and no doubt intimately con-
nected with one another, it seemed advisable 
to add these plates to the volume, although an 
elaborate copy had previously been published 
in Perrot and Chipiez's Histoire cle I'Art. A 
comparison of those plates with the original 
showed that the draughtsman, M. Bourgoin, had 
followed the original with extreme accuracy. 
M y copy will be found to differ very little from 
his. Indeed, I a m indebted to it for confirma-
tion of m y own notes in one or two particulars 
where these proved not to have been sufficiently 
explicit. 
Further, the reader has often much diffi-
culty in obtaining from a series of plates or 
photographs any idea of the whole scene as it 
presents itself to an eye-witness. A key-plate 
of the east wall has therefore been provided in 
PL xxi., the main part of which is derived by 
permission from the plates of the E. R. A. 
volume. This, with the photographs and the 
plans in PL ii., will, it is hoped, materially aid 
the reader in picturing to himself the chamber 
as it exists. 
The love of the Egyptian people for animal 
b 2 
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life gave the artists among them a specially 
keen eye for this subject, and peculiar freedom 
in the treatment of it. The exception which 
has been made in favour of some of the animals 
on the east wall in PL xxii. will therefore need 
no other justification. 
6, As will be seen from the plans, the 
chapel of Ptahhetep is the inmost room of the 
mastaba, and is reached through the corridor 
and pillared hall, and lastly through a passage 
or ante-room, which is furnished with a shelved 
recess on the west side. The floor of the chapel 
is on a lower level than that of the corridor, 
and, to judge from the position of the doorsill, 
than that of the great hall also. The ceiling 
also of this chamber is nearly two feet lower 
than that of the hall. The room measures 
17 feet 5 inches by 7 feet 2 inches, the greatest 
length being north and south. It is 12 feet 
4 inches in height; 9 feet of this is sculptured, 
and is of fine white limestone, while the lower 
courses are of coarser stone. It is very massively 
constructed. The west wall, which contains the 
two false doors and measures about 200 square 
feet, is formed by two enormous blocks, each 
of which occupies half the space. They are 
naturally of immense thickness also. To obtain 
the projection of the torus moulding and the 
cavetto cornice of the southern door, the whole 
remaining surface of the huge stone must have 
been reduced by several inches. The pride 
which this ancient people took in feats of 
mechanical enterprise seems to have led them 
to consider that an erection, or any part of it, 
was most noble in proportion as it approached 
construction in a single piece. In this case the 
extreme of massive simplicity was only given 
to the walL that held the sacred doors. The 
other walls, though containing some very large 
blocks, do not exhibit equal ambition. They 
are built up of several stones, and in places 
some very small pieces are used. It is as a 
consequence of this patching that the east wall 
has suffered its only serious mutilation. 
7. The ceiling is formed of two immense 
roofing stones, the under surface of which is 
coloured a warm red, and is grooved to repre-
sent a roofing formed by the trunks of palm-
trees laid transversely across the chamber. A 
section of the stone is given in PL ii. From 
this it will be seen that the imitation is no 
longer realistic, unless it be the trimmed 
baulks which are here represented. A some-
what similar ceiling is to be seen in a rock-
hewn tomb in the necropolis of Gizeh. The 
northernmost roofing-stone is broken completely 
across in a way to cause great apprehension to 
all who hope that this fine example of an Old 
Kingdom funerary chapel may be preserved in 
its present state for many generations to come. 
The danger is not lessened by the great mound 
of sand which is heaped above it with the com-
mendable intention of preserving the chamber 
from violation. 
8. The east wall is disfigured by an oblong 
hole which has been made through the sculp-
tures at the centre (see PL xxi.). Except at 
the face of the wall it is perfectly regular in 
shape. I owe to Professor Petrie a satisfactory 
solution of this puzzle. It would seem that a 
slip of stone of this size was used by the 
original builders to repair some irregularity in 
the upper surface of a large block. This neat 
insertion proved too tempting to plunderers, 
who prised it out for building-stone. A gap 
in the list of offerings on the Avest wall seems 
due to the same temptation and offence. 
An attempt has also been made upon the 
upper part of the south wall, but the block 
seems to have proved too massive for the 
violators. A hole, however, has been forced 
near the ceiling, and the sculptures have been 
injured a,t the joint of the masonry by the 
concussion from the. blows. Slight injuries, 
due apparently to natural causes, are observable 
also in a few places on the east and north Avails. 
The photographs reveal in addition hoAv 
wantonly the Avails, particularly on the east 
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and south, have been defaced by blows from a 
mattock, or similar instrument, perhaps in an 
attempt to locate suspected chambers behind. 
But it must also be confessed that the processes 
of Avet-squeezing and cast-taking, Avhich were 
in vogue in former days, have probably been 
responsible for some injury to the sculptures, 
and certainly for a lamentable removal of 
colour. Happily now there is a universal desire 
to preserve intact for the future Avhat the past 
has bequeathed, and an increasing provision by 
the authorities of the necessary means to realise 
this desire. 
9. The east and south walls are pierced just 
below the ceiling by a shalloAV longitudinal 
opening, both wall and roof being cut away to 
form the shaft, which slants down into the 
chamber, presumably from the open air above. 
As the openings are at present blocked up and 
deeply buried, their further direction toAvards 
the outside of the mastaba could not be in-
vestigated. They Avere evidently designed to 
admit light or air, perhaps both. I do not 
know whether such apertures frequently occur 
in mastabas. Something similar exists in the 
pillared hall also, and I have observed the like 
in the hall of a mastaba in the necropolis of 
Gizeh. The manner of this construction can 
be seen in PL ii. 
10. In the hope of recovering some of the 
fragments from the broken Avails I caused the 
chamber to be cleared down to the original 
floor level, where I found the greater part of a 
stone pavement remaining. In front of the 
inscribed false door a simple table of offerings 
was found, and its position, as well as the way 
in Avhich it lay embedded in a thin layer of 
mud, seemed to p>rove conclusively that it was 
the original and in situ. It is of a somewhat 
rough and yellowish stone, and bears no signs 
of having been inscribed. For its position and 
its form consult Pis. i. and ii. The only other 
object found was the lid of a sarcophagus, heAvn 
out of Avhite limestone, which lay a few inches 
from the east Avail near its centre. A chamfer 
has been roughly cut along the upper edge of the 
tAvo sides: the under side is flat, and the stone 
bears no inscription. It evidently is a relic of 
one of the many later burials for Avhich the 
tomb has been put to use. The drawing on 
PI. ii. Avas made afterwards from measurements, 
and is much too regular in outline. 
Though disappointed here, I nevertheless 
had the pleasure of repairing in a small 
degree the injuries which the sculptures have 
sustained. A fragment which the workmen 
brought from the excavations outside the south 
Avail of the mastaba, just behind this chamber, 
proved to belong to the scenes of the east wall. 
Accordingly I instituted a careful search, and 
Avas reAvarded by the discovery of several other 
fragments, which I Avas able to fit into their 
places, and which, as luck would have it, made 
good the greater part of a tantalizing lacuna in 
the titles of Ptahhetep on the south wall (see 
PL iii.). Another fragment belonged to a 
missing nome-sign on the same wall (see 
PL xvi.). It seems likely, therefore, that at 
the time of Mariette's discovery all the chips 
from the broken surfaces lay on the floor of 
the chamber, and might have been preserved. 
Further sifting of the debris outside the south 
wall would probably recover many more of them. 
The above-mentioned fragments I fixed in their 
places with cement: a feAV others I buried in a 
tin in the south-east corner of the chamber. 
11. The scenes, and still more the hiero-
glyphs, of the chamber differ considerably in 
the quality of their execution. Those on the 
east Avail are in very bold relief and carefully 
executed, though it must not be taken for 
granted that the finish and attention to detail 
is uniform even in closely proximate parts. 
The scenes on the upper portions of the north 
and south Avails are much Avorn, and those in 
the thickness of the doorway seem to have been 
of poor execution from the first. This variable-
ness in, the work frequently coincides with a 
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similar difference in the quality of the stone, 
and is doubtless largely due to it. The acme 
of excellence is reached in the charming hiero-
glyph fig. 69. In the case of the first and last 
of the animals in the upper roAV of PL xxii. 
the inner lines seem to be outlines which have 
been abandoned, though in the former case 
these lines seem to be really the more correct. 
The amount of painted detail in the chamber 
which Avas not utilised by the sculptor, or Avas 
added to his work afterwards, is considerable. 
Probably such details were often intentionally 
left uncut, either as being too minute or 
in order that the scene might not become 
confused; but in other cases carelessness or 
haste seems to have prevented completion. 
Signs are not Avanting that the draughtsman 
laid doAvn his designs not only in outline, but, 
roughly at least, in colour also ; partly perhaps 
as an additional guide to the sculptor, partly 
to satisfy himself as to the general scheme. 
Here and there, as often happens in other 
tombs, names and titles of servitors are but 
roughly cut out or incised, or else are indicated 
only in colour (ink?). Of these survivals in 
paint the most important are the two nome-
signs on the south Avail, Avhich have been read 
with fair certainty. Very interesting too are 
the painted bushes in the desert scene (PL xxii.). 
They are now much obliterated, and appear to 
have been too conventional in colour and out-
line to aid much in the identification of the 
ancient flora.1 The gap in the upper register 
1 Those who do not know the Egyptian desoi-t, or who 
are only familiar wit]] the barren wastes fuH.lior ho nth, 
may wonder at the application of the term "desert lo 
ground containing so much plant life. But the dews and 
winter rains, which fall in fair quantity in the vicinity of 
Saqqareh, enable a vai'ied vegetation to grow in the hollows, 
especially one succulent variety, which, if some license he 
granted to the ancient artist, may be recognized amongst 
those which he has pourtrayed on this wall. In I.lie early 
part of the year the flocks of goats and sheep are driven by 
herd-girls to browse on this produce of the deseH, and I he 
visitor may gather a nosegay of varied and interesting flowers. 
on the extreme left hand seems to have been 
occupied by a painted tree. 
It m a y be worthy of mention here that two 
of the most characteristic scenes in the chamber, 
the games of the boys and the animals in the 
desert, are paralleled very closely in the tomb 
of Mera near by, one of the three mastabas in 
this great necropolis Avhich are open to the 
public. Most of the sculpture there cannot 
be compared for workmanship with that in 
Ptahhetep's chapel, showing the decline of art 
in two or three generations. Ptahhetep's tomb 
Avas decorated during the reign of Assa in the 
Vth Dynasty, and Mera's during the reigns of 
Teta and Pepy I. of the Vlth Dynasty. 
12. A word remains to be said concerning 
the decoration of the false doors. 
North False Dook.—In PL xix. a repre-
sentation of this door has been given, from 
which the Avhole scheme of colour may be made 
out Avith the help of the folloAving notes. (The 
painted designs on the left side, being a repeti-
tion of those on the right, ha\'e been omitted in 
this plate in order that the parts Avhich sculpture 
and colour play in the decoration may be more 
clearly distinguished. Cf. also the photograph, 
PL xxix.). All the patterns Avhich fill the 
panels Avill be found in the coloured plates xx. 
and xxa., and can be identified by help of the 
letters employed. The horizontal bands, the 
decoration of which is not indicated, are simply 
coloured red. The topmost horizontal panel 
has a ribbed surface, and is painted green. 
Where; the door may be considered to be un-
onianienfed (back and sides of the vertical 
grooves, background of the draught-board 
pattern, & c ) , a. light yellow has been employed. 
The deep recess beneath the round lintel is 
painted and grained to represent a door made 
up of very narrow planks of Avood, and turning 
on metal (?) pivots. Sockets of such pivots 
seem to be indicated by black angle-pieces, 
which are seen at the top and bottom right-
hand corners of the grained recess, both of 
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this and the south false door. It is uncertain 
whether the lintel also Avas grained. 
The decoration is terminated beloAv by two 
deep horizontal bands of red and of yelloAv, 
each bordered above with black. The " cord " 
pattern, which Professor Petrie has now carried 
back to the 1st Dynasty, also ends here. (In 
PL xix. it is extended incorrectly to the bottom 
of the groove.) A strip, extending completely 
across the right half of the door near the foot, is 
reproduced in PL xx„ and exhibits not only the 
five patterns employed on the door-jambs, but 
also an interesting representation from which it 
Avould appear that long pieces of matting or 
similar material were wont to be laid over the 
blank spaces of the Avails on either side of 
important doorways, and laced down taut to 
loops fixed beloAv. 
South False Door (see PL xxix.).—This 
door is chiefly decorated, as the walls are, by 
painted hieroglyphs and figures in relief on a 
dull grey background. Scarcely any of the 
colouring now remains. The door is further 
ornamented in the customary Avay by a torus 
moulding and " cavetto" cornice, the latter 
painted Avith vertical bands of colour, slightly 
separated from one another, in the order blue, 
green, red, green. The recess is treated like 
that of the north false door, but without divi-
sion into planks. The drum is coloured red. 
Traces of paint in the recesses on either side 
of the tablet show that they were occupied by a 
miniature representation resembling the north 
door, Avith all the detail Avhich the space 
allowed. 
13. The colours on PL xviii. have been 
reproduced as closely as possible from the frag-
ments of paint which remain. Where there 
was no guide to the colour the space has been 
left blank (border of huntsman s dress ; apex of 
pyramid, fig. 400; bands at the foot of the 
tower, fig. 406 ; hair riband (?), fig. 398, &c). 
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T H E S C U L P T U R E D S C E N E S IN P T A H H E T E P ' S C H A P E L . 
By the Editob. 
The sculptures of the chamber of Ptahhetep 
have already been described by the present 
writer, from the complete outline tracings of 
Miss Pirie and Miss Paget, in a volume of 
the Egyptian Research Account entitled The 
Bamesseum (by J. E. Quibell), and the Tomb of 
Ptahhetep. H e need not therefore deal at length 
with the history of their discovery and publica-
tion a second time before entering more par-
ticularly upon the subjects of the plates of the 
present volume. 
The small rectangular chamber is entered 
from the N., and from about 3 feet above the 
ground the whole of the interior walls and 
the thickness of the walls in the doorway 
are adorned with sculpture, once brilliantly 
coloured. The ceiling is carved in imitation 
of a timber roofing. 
The sculptures are not without a certain 
sequence in their arrangement upon the walls. 
They put on record the name, titles, occupations 
and surroundings of the m a n in his lifetime and 
his provision for services after death, apparently 
Avith a view not only to the honour of his 
memory among men, but also to a correspond-
ing reception and perfect welfare for him 
amongst the gods. Those of the W wall in 
particular—the false doors and the ritual scenes 
—cannot have been intended merely to record 
the presentation of the funeral offerings by the 
priests; their presence in the tomb was de-
signed to produce a magic influence upon, the 
dead man's future, providing him mystically 
with a permanent equipment for the endless 
repetition of the services figured. Such has 
long been "the view of Maspero, and it is now 
generally accepted. 
In the passage of the doorway servants are 
represented bringing into the chamber offerings 
of flesh and fowl.1 Similar scenes are continued 
on to the W wall. O n entering the chamber 
first we pass a scene of slaughter on the lower 
half of the front or N. wall (PL xxx.6); then, 
on the W wall a false door (p. 6), highly 
decorated but without inscription (Pis. xix., 
xx., xxix.a), beyond which is figured the scene 
of the table of offerings, or grand ceremonial 
meal of the deceased—the list of the offerings 
is shown on PL xxx.ra. Beyond this is another 
false door, fully inscribed for Ptahhetep and 
sculptured with a brief resume of a similar 
meal (PL xxix.&). Again, at the inner end of 
the chamber, the S. wall shows Ptahhetep's 
meal, with servants and priests slaughtering 
cattle and bringing food, while abundant sup-
plies are brought by figures in the upper rows 
Avhich symbolize the estates of Ptahhetep.2 
That each of these banquets is ceremonial and 
funerary is suggested by the fact that priests 
are always figured as present. But it is 
possible that the scene on the inner Avail repre-
sents the supplies and food of Ptahhetep in his 
lifetime, since here the priests are not con-
spicuous : perhaps they were there only to bless 
the food ? This scene then may belong to the 
series relating to the life of Ptahhetep. 
It is to this series that the most interesting 
1 Hum., PI. xxxvii. 
Hum., Pis. xxxiv., xxxv., lop. 
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and beautiful of the scenes belong, which are 
also less conventional than the representation 
of ceremonies of offering. The uninscribed 
false door on the W . Avail may be intended as 
their starting-point, and to represent the facade 
of Ptahhetep's house ; but this is very uncertain. 
O n the N. Avail, above the level of the entrance 
(PL xxx.5), Ave have a scene of the morning 
and indoor occupations of Ptahhetep ; and two 
outdoor scenes occupy the Avhole of the E. Avail 
(general outline, PL xxi.; for the details see 
Frontispiece and Pis. xxiii.-xxviii.). The first of 
these latter figures the amusements and occupa-
tions of the people in the desert and the marshes 
viewed by Ptahhetep, Avho has gone out afield 
towards mid-day (?) in undress costume. In the 
other of these scenes the great m a n is in more 
official garb. Perhaps the time is towards 
evening, when the hunters are bringing home 
their spoil; the farmyards also are being in-
spected, and their contributions of cattle and 
birds are brought in. Then we may suppose 
that the meal, with the varied contributions to 
it figured on the S. wall, represents the evening 
meal in the house itself. It is impossible to 
give a perfectly consistent account of these 
scenes in a feAv words, for the artist put so much 
into each of them as to cause overlaps. Some 
omissions, notwithstanding, are very noticeable. 
Agriculture, the most characteristic of Egyptian 
employments, is here entirely unrepresented, 
though ploughing and sowing are commonly 
figured in the tombs of the Old Kingdom. So 
also with arts and crafts of all kinds. Probably 
we m a y trace some personal predilections of 
Ptahhetep in the choice of subjects. 
On PL xxx.&Ave see to the left of the entrance 
four rows* of men bringing offerings—as it Avere 
to the Grand False D o o r — a n d slaughtering 
cattle. Above the level of the door is a 
separate scene of the morning occupations of 
1 Cf. Ram., PI. xxxvi. 
Ptahhetep, who is reading and hearing reports 
during the progress of his toilet.2 Three hounds 
and a favourite monkey are sitting beneath his 
chair, while attendants are busy with his feet 
and coiffure. 
It is the E. Avail, however, Avhich displays the 
best workmanship of the tomb, and of this a 
very good idea is given by a succession of 
photographs on Pis. xxiii.-xxviii.3 In the first 
scene the great man, having cast off his wig 
and his false beard (see Frontispiece), is "look-
ing at every good pastime that is done in the 
whole land." It was the practice and pleasure 
of the grandees to Avalk or be carried about 
inspecting the Avork of the fields, and most 
of the out-of-cloors occupations here figured 
(Pis. xxiii., xxv., xxvi.) are particularly joyous 
and picturesque, 
In the top roAv (see PL xxiii.) we have 
papyrus-gathering in the marshes, and the 
leading of cattle across a pool where crocodiles 
lie in wait for stragglers. Mr. Davies has 
here made an interesting addition (in PL iii.) 
to the cattle-scene as formerly published, and 
noAvr Ave see clearly the herdsmen in the boat. 
One punts, another is guiding a calf by a cord, 
and they are exclaiming at the crocodile, 
" 0 filthy one, may your heart be pleased Avith 
the water-Aveeds (?)."4 
In the second row boys are playing games, 
and from the names of the games w e m a y 
conclude that a vintage festival is here re-
presented, the vintage scene itself being in 
the next row. The first game is throwing 
pointed sticks at the ground, " Throwing 
darts for (?) Shesemu,"5 Shesemu being per-
haps the vintage god. Then come tAvo boA*s 
16., PL xxxv., lower half. 
3 See also Ram., Pis. xxxi.-xxxiii. 
* Cf. Mast, de Mem, p. 526, for the name of the weed, 
and Masp., Ht. 3g., ii., p. 110, for a variant of this curious 
inscription. 
6 Cf. Mast, de Mem, p. 564, for stt n. 
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seated on the ground holding their feet in their 
hands; and below them a boy is carrying on 
his back two small children, who by holding 
each other's legs form as it were panniers on 
each side of him: he is evidently playing 
donkey. Behind these, two boys are standing 
together, each Avith an arm round the other's 
neck, and holding the arm of his felloAV Avith 
the other hand; they appear to be going in 
opposite directions, and each, perhaps, is en-
deavouring to free his OAvn arm and get the 
other's head in chancery. The inscription is 
very doubtful: "Two nurslings overturned (?)." 
Next is a youth Avearing a kind of shoulder 
scarf, who is striding towards two lads sitting 
on the ground, each of Avhom has the heel of 
one foot resting on the toes of the other below, 
his hands placed also one above the other, and 
Avith fingers extended. The accompanying in-
scription seems to read, " Thirst that is in the 
ground." Next Ave have a boy on all-fours 
upon the shoulders of three of his companions ; 
to this probably belongs the inscription "Setting 
the vine-trellis." Behind this group six boys 
appear to h,ave formed a ring, and then, putting 
their feet together and falling back at full 
stretch to be making a revolving circle on their 
heels: the inscription says, " Go round four 
times." In the last group, a boy, kneeling on 
the ground, is trying to catch the feet of his 
four companions, AArho confuse him by simul-
taneous attacks on all sides. The inscription 
may be read, " Behold you have kicked me! " 
or perhaps, "Let me strike at you!" "I am 
weary in my sides," and " I have tasted (?) 
you." 
In the third row men are Avatering a vine, 
plucking and trampling the grapes, squeezing 
out the juice. 
The fourth row (see Pis. xxv.-xxvi.) shows a 
fine scene of hunting in the desert, and traces 
still remain of the painted herbage, &c. Com-
pare the careful outlines of this roAvin PL xxii./;. 
In the upper division a Nubian greyhound 
(slughi) attacks two Avilcl hyenas or hyena dogs, 
another worries an oryx, a gazelle suckles her 
fawn, a shtgld catches an ibex, and there are 
two leopards and tAvo jackals. In the lower 
division two sluglm are held in leash by a 
huntsman who is wrapped in a brilliantly 
coloured garment (figured in PL xviii.); a 
small dog of peculiar type is in front of him. 
He points to a wild (?) bull attacked by a lion, 
Avhich has seized its muzzle to its great distress. 
A xliujhi rolls over a gazelle, another pulls 
doAvn an oryx; there are also abubale and 
two Avild bulls, of Avhich one is captured by a 
man with a bola or lasso which has Avound 
itself round the horns and body. Above these, 
in the background, a gazelle lies under a bush, 
an ichneumon is hunting in the herbage, a 
jerboa is taking refuge in a hillock, one of two 
hedgehogs has captured a grasshopper. The 
plants, as usual, are quite unrecognizable in 
the quaintly simplified rendering of the ancient 
artist. 
The fifth row represents scenes on the river 
bank.—Splitting fish to dry in the sun; the 
bladders are taken out and lie on the ground. 
An old man and a boy are " tAvisting ropes of 
boat-building," as the inscription says. A man 
says to a boy, " 0 strong youth (Ŝ ijy, cf. Arabic 
yd gedac), bring me ropes" ; the boy replies, 
" 0 my father, here is the rope for you," 
offering him two coils. 
The sixth toav is a scene of fowling Avith clap-
nets. A man stands up to give the signal 
crying, " Pull comrades, there is a catch for 
you." Where the birds are put in boxes or 
cages the inscription is, " Put these in this 
box. 
In the seventh toav we have a mock combat 
between the crews of three boats. In the third 
boat an aged man is enjoying a comfortable 
meal; evidently he is one favoured of the 
nuister. He is entitled, "his beloved and trusty 
mrhenk, the chief sculptor Ankhenptah." Here 
then Ave have the name (though hardly the 
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features) of the really great artist Avho executed 
these sculptures, signed in the corner of his 
masterpiece. 
The second scene on the E. Avail is given in 
Pis. xxi. (right half), xxiv., xxvii., xxviii. It 
sIioavs Ptahhetep Avith his usual long Avig and 
false beard " seeing the gifts and contributions 
of the villages of the North and South." In 
the top row (PL xxiv.) there is Avrestling by 
the trained youths, a body of Avhom are also 
marching up a prisoner they have captured, 
perhaps only as a military exercise. In the 
next two roAvs is the return of the huntsmen 
with their spoil. The robed huntsman leads 
his xlughix, and the small dog folioav~s at his 
heels: the captured hyena-dogs (?) also are held 
by a leash. A m a n carries by a yoke two 
cages containing hares and hedgehogs ; another 
carries trophies of the chase, including antelope 
and ibex skins in a bundle. A lion and a 
leopard, each in a strong Avooden cage, are 
drawn along on sledges; beloAv an oryx, an 
ibex, an addax, and a bubale are being led. 
These are typical of the larger kind of game; 
hence Ave m a y conclude that the elegant and 
peculiar antelope behind them belongs to some 
large species (Soemmering's?). The figure is 
unique in our knowledge. (PL xxii. a.) 
The remainder of this scene (Pis. xxvii., 
xxviii.) concerns the farmyard strictly. In the 
fifth row cattle are being fed artificially, a cow 
is calving; calves are tethered above : cattle 
" of the Thoth festival "•—Avhich Avas held at 
the beginning of the N e w Year, i.e. in July— 
are brought up. In the sixth toav two fat 
oxen are being led forward for inspection, 
one long-horned with a shell hanging from its 
neck, the other short-horned; for the shell see 
PL xvi., " Miscellaneous Details, top left. In 
the seventh row is a fine series of domesticated 
birds, in groups, Avith numbers Avritten beside 
them: cranes (zat); re-geese 121,200; terp-
geese 121,200 ; Egyptian geese (hep or smen) 
— n o t a very good kind—11,110 ; swan (unique 
representation in Egyptian art) 1225; pin-tailed 
duck 120,000 ; Avidgeon 121,022 ; pigeons 
111,200. The last group of birds has no 
numerals attached to it. Previously I had 
conjectured them to be quails or partridges,1 
but from the photograph and from a beautiful 
cast sent m e by the authorities of the Berlin 
Museum, they seem rather to resemble young 
geese. If so, they m a y be meant to indicate 
the innumerable young of Ptahhetep's poultry 
yard, the goose being taken as the typical 
domestic fowl; it would thus be implied that 
in the vast numbers of fowl recorded only 
grown birds are counted. 
Ram., p. 30. 
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T H E H I E R O G L Y P H S O F P T A H H E T E P A N D A K H E T H E T E P . 
By the Editor, 
N.B.—Throughout thin chapter, the scenes and inscriptions from Ptahhetep's chamber in wliich the hieroglyphs 
occur are generally referred to as shoiuu in the plates of "The Ramesseum." Plate-numbers up to XXX. 
refer to the present volume, and those from. XXXI. to XLI. to "The Eamesseum." For abbreviations see 
"Hieeoglyphs," p. ix. ; for transliteration, ib. pp. x.. xi. An asterisk (*) marks a hieroglyphic type as inexact. 
Those Avho m a y be Avorking upon the history 
of Egyptian writing will be glad to have refer-
ences to reviews of the volume on Hieroglyphs, 
Avhich formed the sixth memoir of the Archaeo-
logical Survey. It has been reviewed by 
Maspeeo in the Bevite Critique, October, 1899, 
p. 261 ; by W M a x Miller in Orieiitalischer 
Literaturzeitung,- 1899, p. 266 (cf. a special 
article on the non-acrophonic origin of the 
hieroglyphic alphabet, id. ib. p. 259) ; and by 
Piehl, Sphinx, iii., p. 46. Professor Maspero's 
revieAv is very suggestive, and of especial A7alue 
as treating individually twenty- three separate 
hieroglyphs; M a x Midler's deals rather with 
general principles or with questions of pure 
philology. Each writer corrects indubitable 
errors in Hieroglyphs, and each appears to m e 
to uphold one or more untenable theories. If 
little use has been made of these reviews—so 
full of valuable information and suggestions— 
in the preparation of this chapter, it is because 
most of the material for it Avas collected before 
they appeared, and also because one cannot, 
with each instalment of facsimiles and notes, 
give space for full discussion of details and of 
disputed points. This must be left to some 
future time, when the progress of knoAvledge 
and an accumulation of examples may have 
made possible a final settlement of the origin 
of most of the signs and cf their values. 
There must also be noted as of great im-
portance for Egyptian phonology and for the 
values of signs, the first volume of Sethe's 
elaborate and Arery original study on the 
Egyptian verb. It is from time to time re-
ferred to in the folloAving pages. Sethe's main 
vieAV in regard to the Avriting is that it is 
purely consonantal, and that Aveak letters, 
Avhich in many Avords Avere etymologically 
appropriate but had lost their phonetic value, 
were from early times introduced inappro-
priately into other words by false analogy. 
We here publish a nearly complete set of 
types of hieroglyphs from the sculptured 
chambers of Ptahhetep and Akhethetep. Their 
value as specimens is naturally very unequal. 
In discussing varieties of signs care is always 
required to discriminate betAveen unfinished or 
injured examples and genuine neAV forms. The 
scenes and inscriptions in this mastaba Avere 
carefully sketched in inks for the sculptor to 
work on. In the chambers of Akhethetep 
considerable Avail-spaces so prepared were left 
entirely untouched by the chisel ; in other 
places the sculptor has done his work imper-
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fectly, and even where he completed it there 
is, as elseAvhere, great inequality in the finish. 
One example of a sign is left with a plain 
surface, Avhile in another instance—perhaps 
only a feAV inches aAvay—it is crowded Avith 
elaborate detail not essential to the sign, but of 
great aid to the investigator in determining its 
pictorial significance. The beautiful example of 
|, fig. 29(5, is an instance of such Avelcome but 
unnecessary elaboration in contrast with its 
surroundings. O n the other hand, in some 
cases distinctiAre characteristics are omitted even 
Avhere the omission m a y lead to doubt or con-
fusion ; thus imrmi and e-jbj m a y be left plain 
and indistinguishable from i 1. Elsewhere 
the sculptor, either in sinking the ground or 
in carving the sign itself, may have mistakenly 
cut away what he should have left in relief: in 
one case in Ptahhetep (xxxiv., col. 2) the points 
of t=t have been carelessly removed, leaving 
only 1=3. There are cases in which the de-
signer has omitted or the mason has smoothed 
out whole signs, Avhich were afterwards roughly 
chiselled in or painted. A d d to all these con-
siderations that some Avails are much more 
carefully sculptured than others, and it is 
obvious that although the tomb of Ptahhetep 
is acknowledged to be one of the very finest 
known in the necropolis of Saqqareh, this fact 
does not guarantee the perfection of every 
hieroglyph in its inscriptions. These contain 
some very rare and interesting signs—especially 
those of the nomes—and some peculiarly fine 
examples of common ones, and it is Avell worth 
Avhile to study the forms and uses of the hiero-
glyphs throughout pretty exhaustively. This 
I have done far more comfortably than and 
almost as completely as if the originals had 
been before me, by means of the Berlin squeezes 
and Mr. Davies' photographs and hand copies 
of details from the chamber of Ptahhetep, and 
his draAvn copies of the whole of the sculp-
tures from the chambers of Akhethetep. The 
chief drawback lay in the absence from this 
material of the faint traces of colour remaining 
on the original; but even Avith regard to this 
Mr. Davies had throughout made very careful 
notes. Had the original colours been fully 
preserved, the Â alue of the tomb for our 
purposes would have been immensely greater. 
In Mr. Davies' figures, though little attempt 
has been made to reproduce the artistic effect 
of the reliefs, the utmost care has been taken 
to render the lines of the sculptures with 
absolute fidelity. 
Class I. Human Figures. Pl. IV 
P 
(Hier., p. 11) ; child as seated on its 
nurses knee, sucking its finger, no lock of 
hair (so also Medum, PI. ix.), Plh., xxxvi. 3, 
xxxvii. 2 (fig. 12); Akht. (fig. 16). Here 
word-sign Avith final \\ in proper name for 
?•=>$" child " (Dend., PI. vii.). Elsewhere det. 
of childhood and youth : note especially its use 
in military matters, of recruits and trained 
youth—nfr, zJoit.. 
Sitting figures:— 
M£ (Hier., p. 11) ; fig. 6, Akht., bearded; in 
Pth., xxxii. 2, xxxiv. 3, xxxix., left, 4, &c, 
beardless. This and many other signs illustrate 
the ordinary sitting posture of the old Egyptians 
as represented in their paintings and sculptures; 
it is a kind of combination of sitting and kneel-
ing, one knee being raised, the other on the 
ground, and the buttock resting on the heel. 
Here det. of m a n (not for proper names). Else-
where in O.K. = .s, " m a n : L., J)., ii., 43c/, 
2 ad fin.; Deitd., PI. xxxvii.c, 1. 570, heading. 
ST) man seated with one hand raised, the 
other to the ground. The speaking m a n with 
palm outwards, Plh., iii. top, xxxii. 2 (fig. 4 ) , 
xxxiii. 1, &c. (det. of exclamation), is distin-
guished from the eating m a n with hand to 
mouth, Pth., xxxi., top (imperfect—see " Cor-
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sections," p. 42), xli. 3 (fig. 18); AIM, 
(fig. 25). Worcl-sign for wum, "eat," and det. 
of eating. The first form is elsewhere det. of 
speech, and sometimes probably Avorcl-sign for 
the exclamation (1 " 0 ! ' The two signs Avere 
probably confused early, as concerning actions 
of the mouth. 
• r$ seated man, both hands upraised before 
the face : Pth., xxxiii. top (fig. 7) ; cf. fig. 23-
Det. of sW, " stranger" (?); cf. Pyr. N. 586, 
Bee. de Trav., xv., 178, 1. 4, temp. Thothmes IV 
In Trois Auvees, 187, it is even employed as 
word-sign for sm0 in a proper name. Indicates 
supplication (?), begging, beggarly persons, &c.: 
cf. tw\ swJ det. with this sign; also div" (Pyr. T. 
242), y\v, " praise. 
PJtf bearded man—priest—with arms raised 
in adoration, det. of usl> Avritten with the sign 
of Avater—blue in Pth.—pouring from a vase 
(Hier., p. 40), the tAvo signs forming the fixed 
compound group for vfb, " priest": Pth,, xxxiii., 
col. 8 (fig. 23), &c. 
^a seated man, one hand steadying basket on 
head, the other on ground as if he were about 
to rise : bearded in Akht. (fig. 5). Word-sign 
for k/'t, " work"; elseAvhere det. of and some-
times Avord-sign for f\ "carry" (Hal. Pap., 
no. xviii., &c). In O.K. f\ "carry," is often 
expressed by the man supporting *-=— on his 
head; beardless in Pth., xli. 1 (fig. 9), see also 
Mera, p. 529. 
Besides the above there are two uncommon 
seated figure signs. (1) Holding sekhem sceptre 
and curved staff resembling that in • : /'/.//,., 
xli. 21 (fig. 8)—a rare word-sign for huu/.s 
® AAAAAA M v (ĉ ' l'e<l'lulm('l'llP, l^- xxi., no. 49), 
which seems to mea n " respected friend" or 
"companion," "to be friendly." (In L., D., ii., 
67, it occurs again, but without the staff, and 
in early M . K . it is sometimes replaced by 
L., I)., ii., 145a, 147".) (2) The lcher,heb,. ov 
lector, bearded, holding a roll and with a band 
across the breast and over the shoulder: Plh., 
xxxix., left, 4 (fig. 2 ) . For the remarkable 
figure of a m a n holding filth (?) on P L iii., top, 
see below, p. 36 (fig. 385). 
Upright figures :— 
(1) The beater, Avearing a slight workman's 
loin-cloth, combined with 8—coloured green— 
in Plh., xxxiii. 5 (fig. 1 ) : also Akht. Word-
sign for h, hw, " strike." Especially after O.K., 
the beater is a c o m m o n det. of violent action = 
\=J\ (Hier., p. 15). After O.K. the present 
compound was disused in hieroglyphic, and in 
hieratic it was misinterpreted as TO. 
(2) Eager workman, beardless, running for-
Avard Avith hands clenched, aj)parently to under-
take work, Avearing the same loin-cloth as (1): 
Pth., xxxix., right, 3 (fig. 15), and left, 4. 
Word-sign for f) ̂  "by," as a particle expressing 
more or less emphatically the connexion of the 
agent Avith the action of the verb in a sentence. 
(3) f%. Aged m a n Avalking, leaning on a 
staff forked below. In fig. 14, Plh., xxxii., over 
the son, the breast is pendant, so also markedly 
in fig. 21, xxxix., left, 1 ; ib. xxxix., right, 4, 
the head is bald in front but the breast normal, 
in Akht. (stele) hair (red) and breast are both 
normal. The values of this sign are numerous 
and difficult to fix. In titles, as subsf. preceding 
hJyl, &c, r9 = smsw; cf. Pap. Hood, no. 67 
(Br., Aegypt., p. 218), and smsw t, Pyr. T. 
87 = N. 618. But as adj. TO generally = in; 
though in the title of the mourners TO q 
probably is — ° \ - ^ (I'alieri, P L a'.), and in 
L., IK, ii., WMi, it stands for both rj and irv 
in a single Avell-knoAvn formula. TO = sr, " a 
noble, with rad. ext., and sometimes in; " a 
chief.' 
I'av., 
\ "old age" (Kali. 
p. 3 0 ) ; but in the tomb formula m T 
with $[!()!) J «'»'%(?)»/»• 
in '.Dend., v.a., cf. ib., vi. In offerings TO \\ ,= 
linns', I'ediiaiiu'.naj), xxiv., no. 92. Det. of old 
of /'/,//., xxxix. varies 
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age. position of elder, &e.; det. also, occasionally 
of tii--", " beggar," &c. Hoav far the distinction 
in form apparently made in some texts betAveen 
the boAved old man and the noble is to be 
carried through is doubtful; in these tombs 
there is no clear sign of such distinction. In 
L., D., ii., 149c, 1. 9, f| may stand for \ ^ \ 
" quarryman." For siusy (?) nfr cf. Sethe, 
Verb mn, i., p. 
The only kneeling sign; fig. 17, Pth., xli. 1 : 
man, bearded, Avith hands on an oval mass of 
earth (?) (coloured blue in xli. 15, Avhere it 
wrongly (?) follows *f), over which water is 
being poured from a vase. Word-sign for 
- - s " wash the table (?), and st, " foundation 
stone." The man may be kneading clay. 
(Hier., p. 13); Avatchman Avith staff: 
fig. 10, Pth., xxxi. 1, beardless, and plain staff; 
fig. 19, Akht., bearded, and ? on stick. 
Word-sign for s'n; "herdsman": in Newberry, 
Bekhm., ii., 6, 17, the figures yri and ŝ w are 
identical. Fig. 20, Pth., xxxiv. 1, woman fully 
robed, apparently with fillet round head and 
tied at back (see the same place-name, Mar., 
Mast., 353; L., D., ii., 46—Pehenuka) and hold-
ing stick crossed by ?, must be the female 
guardian. Word-sign for I) =» ~ yrt. 
seated man, fully robed, Avith long Avig 
and long beard slightly curved forward and 
generally knobbed at end: fig. 3, Pth., xxxviii., 
col. 2—with lappet on shoulder by exception, 
all other examples Avithout this lappet; fig. 11, 
Akht. Probably represents obsolete costume of 
the " ancestors." Corresponds as det. (and 
suffix) for " god" to ̂  as det. (and suffix) for 
"man" (liter., p. 11); but as word-sign for 
r~* rs> <=> "god," as in | J} = ntr c% Pth., xxxviii. 
I.e., it is rare. In Plh., xxxviii. 1 and xxxix., 
left, 4, accompanied by or compounded with r 
alone it stands for "Osiris." 
man fully robed and bearded, seated on 
stool with usual animal legs: fig. 24, Akht.— 
rough example. Word-sign for •-•= a p s/is, 
" Â cnerable," " precious," as first clearly proved 
by Masp., A. Z., 1882, 130. Fig. 147 in Hier. 
(p. 13), used as clet. of names &c. of venerable 
people, is the same sign; cf. also Medurn, 
PL xxiv. 
goddess Maat, represented standing with 
close-fitting dress suspended from the shoulders, 
large Avig with fillet and ostrich feather p 
(Hier., p. 23), holding 1 (Hier., p. 59) and 
•̂  (Hier., p. 60) : fig. 13, Pth., xxxix., right, 
2 ; fig. 398 (coloured), Akht. After O.K. gene-
rally seated figure. Word-sign for the name of 
the goddess. It is remarkable that in Pyr. her 
name is determined by a hawk (?) Avearing the 
feather on its head. 
the god of Busiris on the sacred perch 
-r^r 
(Hier., p. 58): fig. 22, Pth., xxxiv. top. This 
much injured sign seems at present unique for 
O.K. (faint and doubtful in the corrections on 
p. 42), though there are abbreviated forms of it 
in Pyr., Avhere in M. 199, N. 543, according to 
published texts, the figure holds f and J\, and 
wears double plumes; in N. 717 the head is 
bare and is substituted for j. In the Berlin 
squeeze little more can be discerned than in 
Mr. Davies' draAving. The headdress cannot be 
feathers, and is evidently T (cf. Hier., p. 60), 
thus agreeing Avith the instance in Mar., Ab., i., 
p. 78. The figure seems to have been repre-
sented leaning slightly forward on his staff. 
The end of his divine beard is seen as resting 
on his arm. In later inscriptions the god 
wears two feathers as a headdress, often, accom-
panied by ram's horns, and this figure is the 
favourite det. of the Avord yty, " reigning (?) 
king"; cf. Hier., p. 13, fig. 161. Probably he 
represents the living Eastern Osiris (v. Pyr. 
I.e., T. 146, &c.) as opposed to the dead " Chief 
of the Westerners at Abydos." See P. S. B. A: 
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1899, p. 278. Word-sign for — « ^|. ~ cnz't, 
the name of the Busirite nome, the IXth of 
LoAver Egypt, Pyr. N. 717 = W. 256; used 
also for 'nz-ti, "the god of Anzet, T. 146 = 
M. 199. 
Class II. Parts oe Human Figure. Pl. V 
® head in profile, square beard and wig (black 
in Ptahhetep) in outline, beard often barred : 
fig. 36, Pth., xxxix., right, 3 ; in one excep-
tional instance in Akht. hair detailed with locks. 
Word-sign for tp, "head," written ®, and for 
its derivative gi ̂  tpi. As only very late 
variants are known, it is not quite certain 
whether in O.K. the first consonant of tp Avas 
*, d, or z; see P. 8. B. A , 1899, 269. Else-
Avhere det. of head, including h\ " occiput,' 
from which it is later transferred to h\ " be-
hind," &c. 
^t (Hier., p. 11); face showing beard and 
ears, but no hair: fig. 41, Pth., xxxi., col. 3 ; 
fig. 43, ib., xxxix., right, 4—beard barred. 
<s>- (Hier., p. 12); eye, black outline and 
ball, red in corner: fig. 32, Akht.; in two 
instances on false door of Ptahhetep (pl. xxxix.) 
pupil omitted. Common Avord-sign but not 
phon. In y -as- <R\ m/, " see," it may be 
taken as Avord-sign or as det. of y , but ̂ ^ = 
m," the geminated form (Sethe, Verhinn, L, 
§ 390 ; Slut, i. 4). 
:SS= eye with line draAvn beneath in stibium : 
fig. 33, Akht. (offerings). Det. of m'sdm't, 
" eye-paint," for Avhich it is also used as word-
sign in lists of offerings (B. 11,, L, xvii., xxxv.). 
Elsewhere det. of sdm, " to paint the eye." 
(<=> mouth with curved stream of liquid 
(blue): fig. 51, Pth., xli. 7; fig. 54, ib., 19. 
No variants are known in lists of offerings. 
Elsewhere det. of fl ™ "spittle"; Pyr. W. 15, 
P 125 (also of bs, " vomit," P. 661, more rarely), 
so probably here also Avord-sign for same or 
for similar meaning, " washing, rinsing the 
mouth (?)." Cf. f—-", fig. 47. 
[_J (Hier., pp. 14-15); arms joined at 
shoulders, held up square, hands extended: 
fig. 26, Pth., xxxix., right, 3; in xxxi. 3, 4, 
bracelets marked. Word-sign for k\ "worker (?)," 
the muscular life, energy and activity of man. 
Elsewhere phon. for k\ The arms seem to be 
represented in action, i.e. not in any attitude 
of rest, thus t_J may correspond in some degree 
to J\, the symbol of leg action. *W-, fig. 45, 
Pth., xxxiv. 1, same on sacred perch; also 
word-sign for the ka. 
*(r (Hier., p. 14); compound of k* and the 
hn mallet = " /ca-servant 
xxxiv. 3. 
fig. 28, Plh., 
D (Hier., p. 14, Avith corn-rubber); arms 
Avith vase : fig. 30, Pth., xli. 2. Word-sign 
for shn. 
CfeA (Hier., p. 15); arms holding shield and 
battle-axe (?): fig. 46, Akht. Note the late 
variant yhc, where y stands for ° as is shoAvn 
by the demotic equivalent, and corresponds to 
O.K. c (Daressy, Bee. de Trar., xvii., 113). 
vf (//; 
(Hier., p. 12); lips of mouth: fig. 52, 
Akht. 
er., p. 15); tAvo arms issuing from 
outh (?) and grasping paddle: fig. 53, I'th., 
xxxviii. 2. 
W9 (Hier., p. 15) ; arm to shoulder holding 
nhb't-wdnd, elbow obtusely bent, upper arm in 
full: fig. 48, Pth., xli. 23, fig. 49, ib., 20; 
in Akht. the crosspiece on the wand is very 
slight. 
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* ̂ —n arm to shoulder, upper arm much ab-
breviated, elboAv acutely bent, hand open and 
bent doAvnwards: fig. 35, /'//;.., xxxv. 3 (see 
- Corrections"); fig. 37, ib., xxxviii. 3. Word-
sign for /;.s-, "sing," "make music," this action 
being accompanied by clapping of hands. 
o—n as last, but vase in hand, and elboAv bent 
at right angles: fig. 27, I'lh,, xxxii. 4 ; fig. 31, 
ib., xxxix., 1. 2. Word-sign for link, " offer 
ceremonially," Avuth phon. trans.; used also for 
the derivative uvhnk (Erman and Sethe, A. Z., 
xxxi. 97), perhaps meaning " artist-slave (?) " 
presented to a person (?), possibly "freedman." 
Combined Avith O O O , &c, det. of w\g, the 
name of a festival of offerings. 
£—fl (Hier., p. 15); as last, but hand re-
ceiving (?) gift: fig. 34, Pth., xxxii. 2. 
-a (Hier., p. 12); arm cut off square above 
elbow, which is bent at right angles, the hand 
outstretched in line Avith fore-arm: fig, 42, 
Pth,, xxxix., right, 3. Phon. for c, Ar. p. 
(—o arm as last, water pouring over the 
open hand: fig. 47, Pth., xxxvi. 2. In Pyr. 
the Avater often issues from a small \rase. Used 
in Avriting (j f-—o y\ " wash," the Avater being 
det. Sometimes word-sign for same. 
csi (Hier., p. 12); human hand open, cut off 
square at wrist: fig. 29, Pth., xxxii. 3. Cf. 
Sethe, Verbum, L, 182-5, for a new view of its 
history. 
finger, showing nail: fig. 39, Pth., xxxi. 
4a; fig. 40, Akht. Word-sign for ^ J -a zbc, 
"finger," "digit-measure, "seal," "10,000." 
and more often "j 1, the tAvo fingers together, 
are det. of :qJ, "exact," "corresponding"; pro-
bably the notion is in each case "exactness, 
and the two fingers may represent those which 
steady or make straight the plummet of the 
1 
balance, as represented in Aveighing scenes: or 
simply the notion of tallying. 
f\ legs to thighs, striding : fig. 59, Pth., 
xxxii. 3. Rare det. of " be SAvift," " stride," 
" dart for Avar d. 
_f leg to above knee, bent: fig, 44, Pth., 
xxxviii. 1. Word-sign for (1) rd, "foot" (cf. 
d and c-=-3, both for "hand, Hier., p. 12); 
(2) nfr't, " leg," from wcr, " run away," " flee " 
•—Avith rad. ext. and phon. trans.; (3) ghs, 
"gazelle"—as a SAvift runner—Avith phon. trans. 
(Erm., Pap. Weslc. Coinm., p. 23) ahvays dis-
tinguished by the phonetic complement s. 
Det. of leg, and in rather late times of verbs of 
running and walking. 
J 
(Hier., p. 12); conventional "foot," the 
leg cut off square below the knee: fig. 56, 
Pth., xxxii. 3. 
-A (Hier., p. 16) ; conventional "feet" joined 
beloAv knee, as if in motion: fig. 57, Pth,, 
xxxii. 3. For the value n ̂ \ J\ yio, see also 
Pyr. W. 278, &c, and cf. Sethe, Verbum, i., 68, 
note 1, and 287. 
cgn fig. 50, Pth., xli. 7; ^tP fig. 58, 
Pth., xxxiv. 2; tx- fig. 55, Pth., xli 6; 
0 fig. 38, Akht.—for all these set- Hier., 
p. 16, under -A. 
^ (Hier., p. 16): fig. 60, Pth., xxxi. 2. 
Class III. Mammals. Pl. VI. 
_&& recumbent lion, as frequently sculptured 
in the round: fig. 72, Pth., xxxiii. 3. Word-
sign and phon. for rw. At Der el-Gebrawi 
(Vlth Dyn.) and later, the sculptured lion as the 
image of a god, &c, is named J&s, T J ̂ \, Avhich 
is probably to be divided into Biv-^bw "lion-
c 
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leopard" (cf. leo-pardns)—see also Spiegelberg, 
Bee. de Trav., xvii. 96; but apparently this 
name was not applied to living animals before 
the Roman period, Avhen, in demotic, it indicates 
an animal (leopard ?) associated with lions as a 
furious wild beast. Perhaps the close-maned 
lion Avas thought to be a different species from 
the great royal lion mJ In Tdtb. there is a 
deity ""T^ J]; presumably imagined in lion form 
and reading Biv. 
Another word-sign or phonetic value is cr, 
'rr; Br., Wtb., 205, quotes cr as a name of the 
lion, biit the reference given is not intelligible. 
The O.K. Avord % f| for a stela or false 
door (Una, 11. 7, 39) read crrivt, crwt (?); cf. 
=̂> ^ Q ' ^ ^ Q in pVr- = "door" (?) "• 
perhaps the entrance Avas guarded by lion-
figures. In M.K. the Avord Avas commonly 
written ̂  \\\\ ̂  (M- ̂ vller, A.Z., 1888, 90). 
This value seems confined to the root ~rmvt, 
Krryt, which in Pyr. and later is often 'nirl, 
cryt; in N.K., hoAvever, Ave have 'r, " reed-pen,' 
perhaps so spelt in Mar., Ah., i. 31a, unless the 
lion be here simply nr. _£zs Avas often con-
founded Avith !2i£ in V, "granary," through 
similarity in the hieratic forms and in the 
sounds, also Avith "=»,, sn , "stop," "pre\Tent" 
(v. Medum, Pis. xii., xv.), through the hieratic 
and some connexion of idea. 
"^ Anubis animal, standing, coloured black : 
fig. 63, Plh., xxxiii., col. 8. Name — ^. J, 
"wise" (not wns, "jackal"), Pyr. P. 451; 
with rad. ext. It is among the non-mythical 
animals in B. II., II., Pl. iv. In spite of its 
black colour and excessively slender propor-
tions, the evidence seems to identify it Avith the 
eanis v/ilol/icus, or Egyptian fox, and with no 
other Egyptian animal noAv extant can it be: 
identified. 
i®, the same animal recumbent, as if on a 
rock or raised platform (after O.K. usually on 
the sign of a chapel ^ ) , its tail hanging doAvn, 
coloured black (as Medum, Pl. xiii., L., D., ii. 
20, 58): fig. 61, Pth., xxxix., left, 1. Word-sign 
for H r~* a \ Y'np-w, the name of Anubis, god 
of burial. In someAvhat " sportive hieroglyphs 
(II. II., I., xvii. top left, xxxii. top left, &c.) 
Avord-sign for hry ss/\ "he Avho is over the 
secrets." 
^ o (Hier., p. 16) ; desert hare : fig. 62, 
Plh,, xxxii. 3; fig. 65, ib., xxxix., left, 3. 
J^M- bull on sacred perch (Hier., p. 58), 
before it fish-skin km (Hier., p. 23): fig. 79, 
Plh., xxxiv. 1, cf. xxxv. 2. Perhaps reads 
k" km, "black bull." Word-sign for name of 
Athribite nome, the Xth of Lower Egypt. 
The same, Avith sickle-shaped object before 
it: fig. 77, Pth., xxxv. 2. Many poor examples 
in Akht, in Avhich the object in front is less 
definite and Avithout indentation at base. As 
the O.K. form of the sign for the Vlth nome of 
LoAver Egypt is known as ̂ 2^1 from Methen, 
the present one may possibly correspond to 
^jp of the Ptolemaic nome-list as the name of 
the Xlth nome of Lower Egypt. 
* 5^1 led ox, hornless, Avith leading cord 
round its lower jaAV, the same (?) cord being also 
passed many times round its neck : fig. 69, Pth,, 
xxxi. 3. Det. (xxxi. 2) and apparently Avorcl-
sign for yw", "fat cattle." 
Calf Avith legs tied for slaughter, lead-
ing cord round neck, short tail: fig. 73, 
Plh., xli. 24. Part of det. to slyt, "choice 
viands." 
Cow on sacred perch (Hier., p. 58), youn<>' 
animal in front: fig. 66, Plh, xxxiv. top. 
The young animal may be its calf, or may 
indicate ywr, "conception." Id. of Sebennytc 
nome, XII th of Lower Egypt. 
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S ^ (Har., p. 17); young of an ungulate 
animal, newly dropped, the legs gathered under : 
fig. 71, /'//,., xli. 8 ; fig. 75, ib., 3 ; in fig. 74, 
ib., xli. 1—from the group yivc—by exception 
the legs are outstretched doAVirwards, as if in an 
effort to rise. 
gazelle (<ia::ella dorcax): fig. 68, Akht. 
Det. of gazelles. 
(I>. 11, iii., p. 4; liter., p. 68) ; oryx on 
sacred perch, vase or bundle of hay in front; 
fig. 64, Pth. xxxv. 2. Id. of oryx-nome, 
XVIth of Upper Egypt; it is masc, cf. II. H., 
I, PL viii., 11. 17-18, M'hz (?) r zr-f. 
%-i kid (not calf) Avith short upturned tail 
(cf. Medum, xiii., xa". ; Melheu, L., 1)., ii. 4): 
fig. 70, Pth,, xxxiii. 5. Name, \ J lit. 
" skipper(?)," Sail., I., iv. 1 ; Amid., iv. 15, 5, 
frequent as proper name, "Kid,' in M.K., e.g. 
Sh., dig. In*., ii. 94. In O.K. Avord-sign for 
ij J , and in N.K. even phon. for same. 
(Hier., p. 17); ram Avith horizontal 
horns, black on hind quarters and legs from 
shoulders: fig. 76, Pth., xxxviii. 1. Word-
sign for B \ the ram of Mendes (Medum, Pl. xxi.), 
so also probably in Plh., xxxvii., xxxviii. The 
name -»-=> sr occurs in Pyr., as M a x Mtiller 
pointed out. 
ass (Eguits onager): fig. 67, Akht. 
Word-sign for "ass." 
Class IV. Birds. Pls. VII., VIII. 
vulture (Gfflx): fig-116, Akht.; fig. 117, 
P^"xxxiii., col. 2 (in ib., xxxii., col. 2, the 
leg-feathers and feet are blue, the body spotted). 
Name nrt. Word-sign for nr. Word-sign for 
m/t or vvwt(?), "mother." For the reading 
note that in Prisse, x. 3, " mother" is written 
/ (or mil ?) instead of now I (?), and the variant 
j as early at least as Akhenaten is note-
Avorthy. Occasionally in Pyr., &c, phon. for 
plural ending of fern. Avords ending in m't (Pyr., 
kiino'iot, Ssni'wt, P. 319, yhm'iot, and L., J)., ii. 
133a (Chnemhetep) even mszm'irl). Horapollo 
(i. 11) says that the \Tulture Avas considered to 
be only female. The goddess Nekheb"t, to w h o m 
the vulture Avas sacred, Avas called by the Greeks 
Eileithyia, though very little is knoAvn from 
Egyptian (cf. P.S.J).A., 1899, 277, for some 
slight evidence) to indicate that her functions 
Avere those of the Greek goddess. The A'alue 
nrt, nowt, " mother," probably took its origin in 
mythology. 
(a I if, Hier., p. 19); Egyptian vulture 
(/icmioplerux): fig. 80, Pth., xxxi. 2; fig. 83, 
ib., xxxiv., col. 1; fig. 85, ib., xxxiii., col. 1: 
fig. 93, ib., xxxiii., col. 6 ; fig. 95, ib., xxxiii., 
col. 6; fig, 89, Akht. In Pth. there are traces 
of blue colour on the Aving. The figure is very 
variable, two main varieties being discernible: 
one shoAvs the scanty feathers at the back of the 
head like a fringe (figs. 83, 89), the other, esp. 
fig. 85, is more like a kite, particularly about 
the eye, and Avithout naked flesh. 
(lyw, Hier., p. 19); eagle (aqieila): 
fig. 88, Akht. (88 and 89 are contiguous signs). 
S^x (Hier., p. 20); sparroAV-haAvk : fig. 103, 
Pth., xli., col. 3 (cartouche); blue above, in 
Pth, and Akht. 
^ (Hier., p. 60); same, on symbol of the 
West, which is <=> with ostrich feather in it upon 
a staff with streamer,- cf. the hawk-perch and 
vars. of ^jp: fig. 90, Pth., xxxiv., col. 2; 
fig. 94, ib., xxxi., col. 5. The a is blue in 
Plh. Cf. beloAv ^, p. 30. For reading innn, 
note that in Tdlb., cap. 17 (Nav., ii. 51), a 
N.K. pap. has (i.e. iv-nmrt: H i e 
trz u 
'' right'' (fern. adj.). It 
o 2 
is 
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doubtful whether inn in, "right hand," is really 
a form of ymn; it avouIc! rather seem that it 
means the "eating" hand, from uuim, "eat." 
In modern Egypt the right hand is reserved for 
eating, the left being used for unclean purposes 
(v. Lane, Modem Egyptians, ch. v., on taking 
food—Ed. 1871, p. 185). The variation of 
a with in Pyr. is doubtless clue 
I (WWAA AAA/VW 
to the confusion of tAVO values having similar 
meanings. 
haAvk on perch =«/r, " g o d " (Hier., 
p 46, .s.r. |), combined with fl\ hr (Hier., p. 63), 
and det. of "mountain" or "desert": fig. 87, 
Pth., xxxix., right, col. 3—the invariable form 
in Ptahhetep, though the published outlines at 
times Avrongly omit the a. This A is coloured 
red (desert) in Akht. For O.K. form "1 r. 
Hier., p. 63. Reads hr-utr, "necropolis." 
Note that this Avord seems to be masc, Avhile 
hrti nt/i; " [necropolis-J mason," is probably 
derived from a fern, form, hr't-ntr, having a 
more general significance, " that Avhich belongs 
to a god." 
^ oavI (Hier., p. 20) : figs. 81, 82, 
Pth., xxxv. 5, 6; fig. 92, Akht,; fig. 409 
(coloured), ib. 
^&* (Pier., pp. 20, 67); swalloAv : fig. 108, 
Pth., xxxviii., col. 4; fig. 102, Akht. The ex-
ample from Akht. is unsculptured, and sketched 
in black ink only; it is in this case det. of 
its name inu't, "swallow" or "pigeon(?)," in 
a place name ; the black bars arc; curious, and 
render the value and species uncertain. At 
any rate, it is not more like a pigeon than like; 
a swallow. 
pjjg] combination of the above with [J (IHer., 
p. 35) : fig. 109, Pth., xxxiii., col. 4. Reads 
H-t-wrl, the "great, He/,' 
Pigeon (Colnmba. lima): fig. 113, Plh,, xli. 14. 
Det. of its name, mnurl, in the offerings: in 
A kid. called in the eorresjDonding place nou/t, 
like the swallow. 
(£^ (Hier., p. 21); young unfledged bird, 
apparently taking and SAvalloAving a worm; or 
young pigeon with its tongue out : fig. 86, 
. ikhl., red skin Avith blue tail, Aving feathers, &c. 
(Hier., p. 21); chick: fig. 98, Plh., 
xxxii., col. 4—nearly uniform throughout the 
tomb : fig. 411, Akht. (coloured). 
lapAving (Vanellus eristaius) : fig. 84, 
Akht. ; fig. 410, ib., coloured, the colouring 
being fairly true to nature. Word-sign for 
rhyt, the name of the first of the three classes 
— n o t yet finally explained—into Avhich the 
Egyptians divided mankind, or themselves 
alone. The Egyptian name of the bird is 
unknoAvn—presumably it was rhyt. 
'^fes (Hier., p. 21); fot-plover: fig. 105, 
Akht., ink only; fig. 114, Pth., xli. 15—as 
usual in O.K. there is no tuft on the breast. 
.^ (IHer., p. 21); sacred ibis (Ibis religiosa) 
on sacred perch: fig. 101, Plh., xxxix., 1. 2: 
fig. 112, Akht., where the perch has the peculiar 
base elseAvhere found with the ibis, e.g. Med inn, 
xx., xxi. 
'^t, (Hier., p. 21); crested ibis (Ibis eoniata), 
traces of red colour all over in J! 7//. and Akht.: 
fig. 104, I'th., xxxv. 5, in name "Akhet-
henem"; fig. 119, il>., xxxv. (i ; fig. 123, ib., 
xxxviii. I. 
*-/ head of crane (Crux): fig. 121, I'th., 
xxxix., table of oll'erings. Used in offerings as 
word-sign for its name ::"'!, 
7]* (JHer., p. 22); egret (?) swallowing 
lisli : fig. 107, blue on wing, Pth., xli. 7. 
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Goose Avith cut off head: fig. 122, Plh., 
xli. 21. Together Avith # forms det. of link I, 
offering." 
°7i> head of goose: fig. 97, Plh,, xxxix., 
offerings (det. of r); fig. 99, ib., I.e. (det. or 
word-sign for tip in abbreviation), cf. Hier., p. 23. 
^ goose: fig. 110, I'th., xli. 10 (det. of r) ; 
fig. 118, /A., I.e. 11 (det. of trj,). 
(Hi er. 22); pin-tailed cluck (Dafila 
acuta) : fig. 96, Pth., xxxiv. 4, and fig. 100, 
ib., xxxii. oA'er son, in both instances word-sign 
for d, "son"; fig. 115, ib., xli. 12, det. of sf, 
the name of the bird. Whether this is the bird 
that is Avord-sign for Jpd, "bird" (Pyr., lb. 477, 
&c, &c), is not quite clear. 
(Hier., p. 23); pin-tailed cluck, flying: 
fig. 106, Plh., xli. 21. 
pin-tailed duck Avith Avings over back, 
dropping on to water or hovering before settling: 
fig. 91, Pth,, xxxii. 3. Word-sign or det. of 
Tin, " settle," " hover," Avith rad. ext.; det. also 
of ns, "flutter." For use of this sign in com-
bination Avith | r. Hier., p. 52. 
tfSs. widgeon (?) (Mareca penelope): fig. Ill, 
Pth., xli. 13. Word-sign for its name sr; pro-
bably it is also word-sign for ins' (Hier., p. 23). 
trussed duck on stand: fig. 120, Pth., 
xxxix., in offerings—perhaps picture rather 
than Avord-sign (the bird chrome yellow). In 
ib., xli. 24, together Avith bound ox, it forms 
det. of stp-t, " choice viands." 
Class V. Parts oe Mammals. Pl. IX. 
cJb (Hier., p. 16); forepart of lion: fig. 133, 
Vlh., xli. 23. 
Jgx hincl quarters of leopard (?): fig. 129, 
Pth., xxxv. 2. The tail is never as in j&a 
Name \>h, " hinder part," also fern. ph/t. Word-
sign for ph, Avith rad. ext. and phon. trans. 
Also Avord-sign for ̂ =^ *^^'%\ kf\ perhaps on 
account of this Avord meaning, inter alia, "bottom 
of a jar," as opposed to ® "top " (Pap. JEb.). 
lion-skin: fig. 138, Pth., xxxv. 3. Un-
det. oJ 
proper name. 
usual  of name of lion m' occurring in 
J^ (Hier., p. 19) ; hide of panther (?), tail 
curved or straight: fig. 142, Pth., xxxix., 1. 3; 
fig. 143, ib., xxxii., col. 3. 
(P (Hier., p. 19); arrow piercing hide: 
fig. 141, Pth., xxxii. 5. 
*=^ (Hier., p. 18); hide Avrapped together: 
fig. 124, Akht, Cf. Piehl, P.S.B.A., xii., pp. 
376, 433. 
H head of ox : fig. 130, Akht. Other in-
stances Pth., xxxiv. 4 ; ib., xxxviii. 4. In offer-
ings Avord-sign for yw\ " ox. In Suit, Tomb v. 
16, it is det. of qn, "powerful," " victorious, the 
head being the formidable part of a fighting bull. 
pair of ox-horns, with portion of skull 
adhering: fig. 137, Pth., xxxv. 6. The crown 
of the head being named Y wp't, it is probably 
to this that the sign owes its Avord-sign value 
wp, "divide, "separate," &c, &c, though this 
value may be connected Avith the idea of 
" opening out," " parting " of horns. It appears 
to include also the value \ d yp Avhere y remains 
firm, e.g. yjrt eione (yope), "work," but not 
where it is modified to N : I) • with modified 
written \a. Cf. a . ̂ ==s. 
is 
Head and horns of oryx: fig. 132, Pth. 
xxxviii. 4; also ib., xxxiv. 4; in offerings 
Avord-sign for rn'hz, " oryx." 
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i> ear of ox, gazelle, or similar animal: 
fig. 127, Pth., xxxiii. 1. Word-sign for I1 ̂  k, 
"hear";- also for I) == ̂  "act as substitute," 
"lieutenant," probably from idea of "obedi-
ence," " hearkening to the order " of the person 
Avho appoints the substitute. Det. of ear, of 
(| <=- " deaf," of p Jk - " whisper (?)." 
*= tusk of hippopotamus (?) or elephant, 
conventionally figured : fig. 126, Akhl. Word-
sign for ybh, "tooth," Avhence phon. bh. Word-
sign also for name of the god " Uir," apparently 
the god of the actions of the mouth—taste, speech, 
&c. ; later with phon. trans. Det. of biting. 
' "a tongue, conventionally represented Avith 
root and a prominence on the top at some 
distance from the root: fig. 136, Pth,, xxxii., 
col. 3. Name ndt, "tongue." Word-sign and 
phon. for ns. Det. of " tongue " in dp, " taste," 
&c. After O.K. in hieroglyphic, word-sign for 
•nvr, "superintendent" (but neA'er so used in 
hieratic); this may be a pun m r, " in the 
mouth," i.e. " tongue," or it may arise from a 
curious transference connected Avith n-sw, " to 
him belongs," Avhich is Avritten Avith ' y, for 
n-sw see Sethe, A. Z., 1895, 73. 
v7 female breast or teat: fig. 125, Plh,, 
xxxiii. 5. Det. of "breast." Name ^ ^ ^ 
" breast." Det. and occasional word-sign for 
mnc-t, "a nurse," A. Z., 1891, 102. in the 
present example its meaning as det. of d t is 
not quite certain : possibly it is here the vase-
det. of the two kinds of .s-ŝ -corn in the table 
of offerings. 
(Hier., p. 18) : fig. 147, /'//,,., xli. 1 I 
^ a (Hier., p. 17); shoulder and foreleg 
fig. 140, Pth., xli. 24. 
(Hier., p. 18); shoulder (?) joint, trimme< 
and shrunk by boiling : fig. 145, Plh,, xli. 4. 
Haunch (?) (always a more solid joint than 
that of previous sign) on sacred perch : fig. 134, 
Akht.; see also /'///,., xxxiv., top, and cf. Met hen, 
L., I)., ii. 3. Id. for Letopolite, Illrd nome of 
LoAver Egypt; reading unknown. 
^=% (Hier., p. 18); rib: fig. 144, Pth., xli. 4. 
Reads spr, the r remaining firm in Coptic. 
T (Hier., p. 65); heart and Avindpipe rather 
than lute : fig. 131, Plh., xli., col. 4. 
<® (Hier., p. 18); heart: fig. 135, Pth,, 
xxxiv. 2, brownish colour. 
f=^ intestines (?) conventionally represented: 
fig. 128, Pth., xxxiii. 5. (1) N a m e qh, r/% 
" intestines," lit. the " folded," " Avindino;" thimj. 
Word-sign Avith rad. ext. (2) Word-sign for 
phr, "be twisted, "revolve," &c. : this is the 
commonest value. (3) Word-sign for dbn, " to 
circle," &c. (Spieg., Bee. de Trar., xv., 145, 4). 
(4) Word-sign for ^ ^ j "be turned over' 
(Erman, Wedc. Pa/)., vi. 10, Commentary), as 
subst., "Avinding Avater-channel (?)," or perhaj)s 
" dyke," " bank." In O.K. the Avord-sign for 
wall) is Avritten a (i/.e., fig. 219), but in M.K. 
hieratic it is commonly a s , with rad. ext.; in 
Pyr. apparently ̂ ^> (;=» is false). Cf. ̂  l| ' 
(Erman, Westc. Pap., x. 2, Comment.). 
b piece of flesh: fig. 136, Pth., xli. 6: 
fig. 146, Hi., xxxiv. 2. Det. of flesh, limbs, &c. 
Name A *~~ yvf(?), "meat," "flesh," which 
group is used also in O.K. for I) V1"— yw-f "he 
is" (Erman, A. Z., 1881, 42). 
Class VI. Lower Orders of Animals. Pl. IX. 
•3=^ ci'ocodile : fig. 157, /'///., xxxii. 2; see 
also ill., xxxviii. 3, in which example the ear is 
as in fig. 157, and the jaw serrated. The ear 
is probably a false rendering by the artist of a 
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model in Avhich the large nuchal plates at the 
back of the head Avere conspicuously shoAvn : 
they are thus shoAvn also in the large examples 
represented in O.K. scenes. Name ^-—8 nosh 
(I & — . Pend., Pl. xxxvii.n., 1. 592 ; cf Sethe, 
1 erbum. i. 151), for Avhich it may stand as 
word-sign (Pap. Ph.). Being the figure of an 
animal sacred to Sebek it commonly stands for 
his name, p j ̂  d,k. Word-sign for p \ * 
*',/, "be armoured," "be cautious." Det. of 
_j x.—» V " to be greedy," " voracious," also 
of |.« V, " to be hasty, " greedy"; some-
times in late texts Avord-sign for the last. 
Doubled, *s=s=\ it stands for f)H, 1Q \ yky, 
i/t-w, "king" (Naville, A. Z., 1882, 190), 
especiahV in M.K.—no doubt for some mytho-
logical reason. The name of Anz't, the territory 
of the god Anrrti (Osiris?), Avhose figure also 
serves as det. of yt'y, is often determined by 
Avater, and the god perhaps took the form of a 
ci'ocodile (see aboAre, p. 15). 
Crocodile's hind leg and foot : fig. 154, 
Pth,, xxxvi. 3. Det. of nnrt, "hind leg," 
"haunch." 
•=^K. (Hier., p. 24); lizard (green, speckled 
with black) : fig. 156, Pth., xxxviii. 1. 
(Hier., p. 24) : fig. 148, Pth., xxxix., 
right, 3. 
cobra rising Avith swollen hood, on or in 
a nP-t basket (cf. Hier., p. 56) : fig. 160, Pth., 
xxxiv. 1. Word-sign for the cobra goddess, 
| \\ \\ ̂  W'zyt. The group ]^£, representing 
Nekhebt, the vulture-goddess of the South, with 
Wazyt, the cobra-goddess of the North, is to be 
read id/ti, " the two mistresses " (Daressy, Bee. 
de Trav., xvii. 113; Piehl, P.S.B.A., xx. 198-
201), just as ̂ .%J, representing the gods of the 
North and South, is to be read nlnnd, "the two 
masters" (Piehl, I.e.). Det. sometimes of the 
names of sacred serpents, e.g. Pyr., 369, N. 703. 
^ (Hier., p. 4) : fig. 149, Akht. 
*£** tadpole : fig. 153, Pth., xxxi. 5, first to 
right. Name 8 ̂  H|ft hfaw; fern, hfnnd 
(Pyr. T., 309). In M.K., hfnr, L., D., ii. 144, s; 
hfrnn; Pap. fibers. By phon. trans, expresses 
100,000, written hfiiw in Sail. Pap. iii. 8, 10, &c. 
^ frog on nb-t basket: fig. 158, Plh,, 
xxxii., col. 4. Symbol of frog-goddess Hetpt, 
and Avord-sign for her name. 
<x mullet (?) (Arab, bmi) Mugil: fig. 151, 
Pth., xxxiii., col. 8. Coloured blue in Pth. and 
Akht. In the present instance Avorcl-sign in the 
title db V. mr. Read -* ̂  (xdc) ccl; cf. Berg-
maxn, Bee. de Trav., vii. 179, and ostracon of 
Sanehat, 1. 1 (P.8.B.A., xiv. 455). The crf, or 
" piercer (?) " fish, is frequently referred to in 
XVIIIth Dyn. hymns in Tdtb., and in N.K. fish 
accounts : it Avas commonly split and dried for 
food. 
^o (Hier., p. 25); bulti-fish : fig. 152, 
Akht. 
|/|7 bee : fig. 161, Pth., xxxi. 2. Its name 
is probably given by | ^ ^ "bee," as symbol 
of the King of LoAver Egypt (Kali, Pap. iii., 
I. 2). The reading until recently has been very 
doubtful. The sign stands for " king," and for 
"honey," &c. In Coptic "honey" is obiuj 
(ebyo); hence Sethe, A. Z., 1890, 125, con-
cluded that J 0 ̂  XL byty, used as the title of 
the King of Lower Egypt in Pyr. T., 352, was 
an alphabetic transcript of | ^ <=>. (The latter 
has since been found as its equivalent in a very 
debased copy of the same text, Moller, A. Z., 
1897, 166.) Max Muller, A. Z., 1892, 56, 
confirmed Sethe's vieAv, chiefly by quoting 
alliterative plays on the same royal title Avith 
the Avord for "honey" and with yb, "heart." 
The place-name, w Z "W <=>, with numerous 
variants, is to be read Jh-byt, " Papyrus Clump 
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of the Bee," or "of the Bee-King (?)"; in late 
times it was reduced to hb't, and so commonly 
spelt out (Sethe, A. Z., 1892, 114). See also 
Piehl, A. Z., 1898, 85. The only point still 
doubtful is whether (y)byt—as Max Miiller 
preferred—or byt is to be read, byty is King 
of Lower Egypt; pl. bytyw. In Pap. IIan: i. 
there is a class of people, perhaps those who 
collected gum from the trees, named byty (?). 
The betsse-eporpie use of the bee as word-sign 
for kH, "work" (Br., Wtb. Snpjd., 1231) is 
interesting. 
W dung-beetle (Searahaens sacer); black in 
Pth, : fig. 155, Pth., xxxau. 3. The animal, 
though inconspicuous in itself, is v̂ ery notice-
able for its habits. Name horr (Pyr. W., 447 = 
N., 747). Word-sign for hpr, by the usual loss 
of the doubled consonant. 
& (Hier., p. 25); bivalve shell: fig. 150, 
Pth., xli. 15; fig. 159, Akht. Compare the 
shell hung round the neck of the ox, amongst 
the miscellaneous details, Pl. xvi.A top right. 
Class VII. Vegetation. Pl. X. 
<=f=> four-petalled flower, open: fig. 187, 
Akht. Word-sign for wn, "to open." Phon. 
for mo, most frequently so used in O.K.; later 
almost confined to -=$=" n7\ vrm,, " eat," where it 
gradually changed its form, to «=|p (q.v. Hier., 
p. 37). 
o fig. 167, Pth., xli. 2. Det. of d,% " fig," 
whether Ficns carina or Picus sycavoorux. 
(Hier.,-p. 26); pod of carobbean : fig. 181, 
Akht. (green). Word-sign for ̂  ^ fx, "sweet," 
"pleasant"; Avhether this value is due to the 
"sweetness" of the pod, or to the tree itself 
being called ss-vzm, in late times nhm, is not 
clear. 
\* grains of corn; fig. 171, Pth., xli. 14. 
Word-sign for yt, "barley" (Pyr. M., 20 = 
N., 119, &c. In early times det. of corn, after-
Avards superseded by ..O . 
Stand Avith grain : fig. 177, Plh., xli., 
offerings 2 i. Det. of phJ, probably a grain used 
in beer-making. 
(Hier., p. 27); threshing-floor: fig. 190, 
77// /., XXXIII. 0. 
(the flower (?) W, Hier., p. 26, is a form of 
it) root(?): fig. 184, Pth., xli. 19. Word-
sign for bn(r), "sweet," "date," &c. : possibly a 
SAveet root such as beet-root (Beta). 
Bunch of onions on a basket: fig. 175, Pth., 
xli. 19. Det. of hz'-iv, "onions." 
^-^~ (Hier., p. 26) ; trimmed branch or tree-
stem : fig. 179, Plh., xxxix., cob 8 ; fig. 168, 
Akht. (only one instance of this form in the 
tomb). 
tree : fig. 188, Pth,, xli. 16 ; fig. 191, it,., 
10. (In the first instance the name is nbs, in 
the second ysd.) Det. of trees. Word-sign for 
11k &> "pleasant," "graceful," and a kind of 
tree so called, with rad. ext. and phon. trans. 
In /'///'., det. of qb, "refreshing." 
^ 
tree on sa.cred perch: fig. 178, Akht. 
Nome-sign, perhaps the same as the next. 
The same, Avith ill-defined appendage, which 
in the best instances in Akht. resemble a 
human arm and hand holding () : fig. 174, 
/'///,, xxxv. 2, no. 3; figs. 186, 192, Akht. 
There are cases in which the appendage looks 
like a flower on a, curved stem. Nome-sign, 
probably for X Xth and X X 1st nomes of Upper 
Kgypt. 
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TWT (cf. P. II, iii., fig. 28); vine on props: 
fig. 166, /'///., xxxiii. 6—props red, vine green, 
Avith dull maroon longitudinal stripes, bunches 
of fruit blue; fig. 173, 7/;., xxxiii. 5, coloured 
in fig. 405. In offerings Avord-sign for f\ <=> , 
"Avine. Det. of //y/"f, "vine, k \ "garden," 
and of names of many garden fruit-trees, 
especially in hieratic. 
\^ (Hie,:, p. 26): herb: fig. 163, Pth,, 
xxxv. 6. Det. of a plant-name, df, used as a 
proper name. In Akht. det. of ynb-iplarit in 
proper name. In Pth,, xxxii. 3, the injured 
/(//-plant sign (see " Corrections," p. 42) is of the 
same type as in Medum, pl. xx̂ . 
lotus-leaf: fig. 165, /'///., xxxviii., below 
table green Avith broAvn stem. Word-sign for 
h', "leaf," of lotus and melon (Paji. Eb. and 
Sign Pap.). Phon. for hJ. 
*W (Hier., p. 28); clump of three papyrus 
stems : fig. 165, /'///., xxxi. 2. Det. and later 
word-sign for T'-mh, the " North-Land," Avhere 
papyrus Avas chiefly groAvn, and for mh, 
" North." AVord-sign for h\ " behind," in /'lh., 
xli. 20. 
¥ clump of papyrus Avith buds bent doAvn : 
fig. 162, Akht.; fig. 169, I'll,,, xxxiv. 1. 
Word-sign for y'h, "be verdant" (Pth,, I.e.); 
later written w \ and then iidrh. Det. " papy-
rus-marsh (?)," zl. In Akht. frequent in group 
^Mf" = "North," or "papyrus-marsh." 
I (Ilier., p. 28); stem of papyrus : fig. 172, 
Pth., xli. 12. 
1 (Hier., p. 28); conventionalized rush(?) 
(on N. Avail Ptahhetep, coloured green Avith blue 
tips); fig. 170, Pth., xxxii. 3. 
1 (Hier., p. 29); royal plant of South-Land : 
fig. 185, Pth., xxxiii., col. 8. 
^j (Hie,:,-p. 29); sedge in flower (?); fig.176, 
Pth., xxxv., col. 1; fig. 182, ib., xxxi. 2—green, 
floAvers and roots red (?), base blue. 
j* same plant as last, but Avith D = 10 sub-
stituted for base : fig. 180, Pth., xxxix., right 2. 
Compound Avord-sign for mz't(?) qm1, "tens of 
the South," in a title the jjlural of which is 
written ^ , -3*° n va (Wazir inscr. in Tomb 
' n_2ii 
Amenemapt, ed. Dewberry, 1. 2). 
three reed-flower heads, with lines of 
somewhat uncertain meaning connecting and 
between them : fig. 189, Akht. Word-sign for 
slid, " meadoAV-land," and sm, " herbage." 
(I (Hier., p. 27); reed-head in floAver, the 
feathery head treated like the true feather (j; 
fig.. 164, Akht, 
Class VIII. Earth, Water, and Sky. 
Pl. X L 
O (Hier., p. 30); disk of the Sun: fig. 214, 
Pth,, xxxiii., col. 7. 
£ disk on /J\ (q.v. Hier., p. 63): fig. 221, 
Akht., coloured, fig. 403. Compound Avord-sign 
for hrt hrn; "that Avhich belongeth to the 
clay." 
'^=N crescent moon : fig. 200, Plh., xxxiii., 
col. 3; fig. 201, ib., xli. 18; in the first 
instance, value y'h, in the second vfh. Occa-
sionally det. and word-sign for ych, "moon" 
(Pyr. P., 279), but in that case usually taking 
a less conventionalized form or position, e.g. 
j, e^>. Probably ̂ =^, the word-sign for vfh, 
huf the name of a kind of grain, is the same 
sign. In Merab, L., D., ii. 19, as the month-
sign it is coloured Avhite; the w'h is half 
black, half yellow, in L., D., ii. 70, and, as 
Mr. Newberry informs me, yelloAV in the tomb 
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of Rekhmara (XVIIIth Dyn.). In spite of these 
differences it seems evident that one sign spells 
both ufh and ych (cf. beloAv en). Sethe, 
Verbum, i., §§ 202, 253, 10, believes that nsh 
was a more ancient form of ////., and connected 
Avith Semitic names of the moon. In abbre 
viated Avriting of dates, •̂ "~ is Avord-sign for 
ybd(?), "month," the last radical being shoAvn 
in the common variant * , while the other 
radicals are indicated by a very late x'ariant 
^ < f , for ybt, "net" (Br., B. G., 1078), and 
by Copt. euuiT, "month," though the semi-
consonant is of course rather uncertain. 
^, crescent with star: fig. 198, Pth,, xxxix. 
1. 2. Specific Avord-sign for ybt, "month." 
^ half crescent with star: fig. 193, /'///., 
xxxix., 1. 2. Word-sign for half-month, i.e. 15th 
day. 
r^o (Hier., p. 30); hilly desert, spotted red, 
Avith green base: fig. 212, Pth., xxxix., loft, 1. 
^f- same on staff or perch: fig. 208, Pth., 
xxxiii., col. 4, symbol Avith ostrich feather at 
end on staff Avith streamer beneath: fig. 216, 
ib., xxxix., 1. 3, on hawk-perch, the crossbar 
above not indicated. Word-sign—so far as is 
known—not for a district but for the name of a 
god, viz. that of the Vlth nome ^ - of LoAver 
Egypt. His name reads ̂  j[ ̂ \ ̂  j^-, 7'yi: 
N., 1. 850 = J C ^ n r M-, 1- 331, /;. Masp., PI, 
Eg., ii. 265; Br., P.S.P.A., x. 450; Pimi:., 
Sphinx, i. 62. 
C=£) (Hier., p. 31); tAVo-crested mount, spotted 
red, with green base : fig. 2l0, /'/,//., xxxix.. 
left, 1. 
A (Hier., p. ?>2); mound of earth : fig. 217, 
Pth., xxxix., right 4 ; fig. 220, ib., xxxi., col. 4 
(blue). A good instance of its biliteral value 
A *g\ is in A A (Pth., xxxi.) = qJq- (Bert. Pap., 
ii. 35). 
a(?) probably a totally different sign from 
the last. In Medum, PL xi., it is large and 
white. A n instrument for taking angles (?): 
fig. 196, Akht. Word-sign for vhrt, " Avork-
shop(?)": cf. /'///., xxxv.; Mera, p. 549; in 
/'////. Han: seems to mean " Avoocl-yards." 
AA (Hier., p. 32); double >—two heaps of 
provisions (?): fig. 209, /'///., xli.: offerings, 22. 
Triple heap: fig. 207, /'///., xli.; offerings, 
22. Peculiar det. of heaps of proxasions (?). 
Cf. L., I)., ii. 70, AAA (black); r. % Hier., 
p. 32. 
= (Hier., p. 32); flat land, blue; fig. 204, 
Pth,, xxxi. 2 ; r. o. 
Ei£a (Hier., p. 33); divided land (?): fig. 206, 
Akht,, fig. 215, Akht. Nome det.; in Pth. the 
nome is imperfect, presumably the halberd. It 
seems possible that some varieties of this sign 
are to be connected Avith a draught-board. 
en piece of bank, or water, straight at one 
end and tapering to the other, Avhich is rounded: 
fig. 219, /'///., xxxi. 3;*red Avith green spots. 
The same sign shoAvn in B, II., ii., pl. vii. 
(towards the left) is Avhite dotted Avith red 
(Champ., Not., ii. 373), but according to an old 
note of my oavit. it is filled with vertical ripple-
lines in the IVth Dyn. stela of Mcr-hcst in 
the Ci/.cb Museum. Word-sign for its name 
\ ^ 1, first read by Maspero, cf. Pyr. M , 19 1. 
and L., IK, ii. 81; Pyr. .1/., 31,",, and the 
common title § a ( also M.asp., El. Eg., ii. 207: 
later usually written 9 J = ~ • r-Th° meaning is 
probably "shore," "bank" of river or sea,. 
Probably the same as ĉ j = (J e s J \> (cf. ;fh = 
idh) ; possibly, also, tin; M.K. geographical 
det. a is derived from it. 
THE IIlKROar/YI'IlN. 
E 3 tank (?) : fig. 213, Akht. In O.K. 
frequent in estate names. In Melhen, L., P., 
n. 7b, esi, sometimes Avithout detail czu, is 
clearly distinguished from M M , and from SEE 
= «/> •/(?), L., 7J., ii. 7c. The sign may repre-
sent a dry tank or pool excavated with sloping-
sides, while Gnffil is the same full of water. Cf. 
the sign ^ grg in Methen, L., I)., ii. 6, 7, 
Avhich may represent a ditch in course of ex-
cavation by means of a mattock. In Methen, 
L., 7'., ii. 3, it seems several times to be word-
sign for the measure of area called d/t, dpovpa, 
of 100 cubits square (cf. P S.B.A., xiv. 412). 
In the estate names from Methen, E 3 , ̂ , ®=^ 
<—>. all occur, but the associated consonants 
are not merely phonetic complements. 
c=) (Hier., p. 33); tank with water—all 
blue: fig. 205, Pth., xxxiii. 2; in Pth,, 
xxxviii. 4, crossed Avith ripple lines. 
e==e rectangular space filled with Avater: 
fig. 218, Plh., xxxiii., col. 2—Avater blue, the 
bounding lines (blue for land) above and beloAv 
projecting at either end, and indicating inde-
finite extension (cf. £5^). Name mi; " channel," 
"canal." Word-sign for mr, "love," &c.; 
rarely used phonetically for t\ [•=•] = Q = t\ 
in ̂ ^r " ^ ^ | — ^ n , &c. In Pth., xxxiv. 
2, there is an instance in which the sculptor has 
Avrongly cut it down to 1 1. 
curved canal, resembling the last: fig. 
202, Pth,, xxxix., right, 3 ; the interior (water) 
blue. The curve is as in some early forms of 
2^2, e.g. in stela of Merhest, Gizeh Mus. Un-
usual det. of by*; meaning uncertain. 
o (Hier., p. 33); pool: fig. 195, Plh;, 
xxxix., right, 3—blue inside. Same form in all 
cases: as regards the instance in Pth., xli., 
offerings, 18, like an axe-head with loops, the 
original shows it to be incorrectly drawn ; it is, 
in fact, as in fig. 195. Word-sign for hm and by* 
««« (Hier., p. 33); ripple-line: fig, 211, 
/'///., xxxix., left, 3 ; black in /'/.//.. 
= mud floor, brick (?) : fig. 197, Pth., 
xxxv. 4, det. of l̂ y'l. / 
°° three balls: fig. 194, i'th,, xli. 5. 
pellet, coloured yelloxv: fig. 203, Pth., 
xxxix., table of offerings. Det. of '•••"*'• " 
cense" (cf. Hier., p. 34). 
Class IX. Buildings and their Parts. 
Pl. XII. 
® (Hier., p. 34) ; plan of village: figs. 231 
and 404 (coloured), Akht.; in one example in 
Akht. red takes the place of black. 
f\ pyramid conventionally represented, 
acutely pointed, with a level base or platform ; 
fig. 226, Allot,, dividing lines above base and 
beloxv apex; fig. 246, Pth., xxxiii., col. 6, 
apex divided off by a line. The lines no doubt 
indicate casings of different colours, as in the 
example from AJcht,, fig. 400 (coloured). The 
basal band is coloured to imitate granite, while 
in the example from Ptahhetep the apex appears 
to show traces of yelloAv. Det. of "pyramid," 
the Egyptian name of which was mr. 
]] (Hier., p. 34); wall: fig. 240, Akht. 
From nome-sign of Memphite nome. 
jj|j (Hier., p. 34) ; plan of palatial court-
yard: fig. 222, Pth., xxxiii,, col. 2, group 
fl*rn; fig. 223, ib., xli. 17; fig. 225, Akht., 
with, complete square. In the coloured ex-
ample, fig. 406, Akht., the detail is remark-
able, with T hz between two eyes. In the same 
tomb there is another similar example, and 
another without the Y but Avith the eyes. 
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[Tl (Hier., p. 35); plan of plain double court-
yard : fig. 243, Pth., xxxix., left, 3. One ex-
ample in Ptahhetep is coloured blue for brick. 
LTI plan of zig-zag wall (?) : figs. 227, Pth., 
xxxix. (in canopy), and 244 (coloured blue), 
Pth., xxxix., left 4. Word-sign for nm, " wander 
round," &c.; xvith rad. ext. After O.K. Avord-
sign for mrt, meaning perhaps a Avinding 
passage or street; Avith rad. ext. and phon. 
trans, as mr. 
I (Hier., p. 35); plan of enclosure Avith 
building in the corner: fig. 228, Pth,, xxxi. 2. 
Three conjoined for plural. 
The same, enclosing royal name 8*lnr-Bc; 
fig. 252, Pth,, xxxiv., top. 
CI (Hier., p. 35) ; plan of chamber (?) : fig. 
234, Pth., xxxix., right, 3 (blue) ; fig. 238, 
Akht. 
Mp the same, with oar, hrw: fig. 236, 
Pth,, xxxix., left, 3. Abbreviation for pr hrw, 
"utterance of the voice," "utterance of sum-
mons"; later extended as prt r hrw, "coming 
out to the voice." See P. 8. B. A., 1896, 198 
(much of the explanation uncertain). 
P1? plan of chamber or court, one wall of 
Avhich is shown as crested with serpents: figs. 
230, 232, Akht.; Avail blue, serpents yellow. 
Cf. Medum, pl. xxi., and W=3 in Mr. Newberry's 
Bekhmara, pl. iv. Word-sign for*J(?), H-l (?), 
"royal court of justice (?)," Mar., Ah., i. 19a. 
In late times varying Avith = //, /, Br., 117/;. 
Snppl, 389, 1306, 1036. In Tilth, the facade of 
shrines of divinities, especially that of Osiris as 
king, is often croAvned Avith uraei : so also is the 
Hall of the Tavo Truths. 
corresponds to j u in the title of Anubis 
(Bend., pl. xxv., &c), suggesting -«- \ • r~, ̂  <= as 
the reading, but demotic equivalents in. such 
cases are not to be altogether trusted. 
Pole on forked uprights—probably those of 
the wine-press—between which is seen a hut-
shrine (?): fig. 251, Pth., xxxiii. 5. Word-
sign for name of a god of the vintage (?) 
, Pyr. T., 324 = W., 511 (Masp., 
A. Z., 1882, p. 129), confirmed by the demotic 
spelling dm, (Br., Zwei biting. Pap. (Bhind), 
vi. 2, x. 8. There is probably some mistake 
about the form hnm'v; noted Kah, Pap., 
p. 104, as W Max Midler has remarked 
to me. 
(Hier., p. 35): fig. 247, Plh., xxxviii. 1; 
fig."249, ib., xxxix., 1. 2. 
Domed granary, trebled for the plural: fig. 
239, Pth., xxxiv., top. Det. of nohi: 
Circular tower (?), the upper part Avith traces 
of coloured bands : fig. 242, Pth., xxxix., right, 
4. In ib. left, 4 (the published form is erro-
neous), slight traces of colour seem to shoAV 
six horizontal bands, green and blue alter-
nately. 
(IIin:, p. 37) ; block of stone : fig. 224, 
(Hier., p. 36); gate or hut-shrine (?): fig. 
245, Pth., xxxix., left, 1. In demotic sijh-nlr 
Pth., xxxv. C 
Jk (Hier., p. 37); upright cross: fig. 235, 
Plh,, xxxiii. 5. 
X diagonal cross: fig. 237, Pth., xxxii. 5. 
(1) Indicates quartering. In hieratic it is the 
sign for |, but has not yet been found in hiero-
glyphic where, \ff\ r-yfd takes its place. In 
Pk.llkouini, Iiosc di I'aterinn, pl. ii., apparently 
some measure of area. Perhaps from this 
arithmetical use it became xvord-sign for hsb, 
"count," though it wa.s gradually replaced by 
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O (//./- Hier., ]>. (53). Det. of lib, "subtract," 
of psd "divide"; also for multiplication and 
abundance, (a «»»). This sign also conveys, as 
crossed sticks, the idea of (2) crossing—det. of 
z\ "traverse"—and (3) of going different Avays, 
departure, opening doors, sjs, J£ = sW, "pass 
away" (M.K., Sanehat, 1. 290), and x ̂  sm\ 
••cut down," "cut off," in N.K. Here also, 
perhaps, belongs the meaning "division (cf. 
X-K" JL (\?, = ^ K - U ° p ,7, "separate 
them," " detail them "—of a list in detail) and 
"multiplication ; det. of lib, "subtract," d, 
"open door." (4) Also of "mixing"; xvord-
sign in N.K. for J^, J L sbn, "mixed," and 
det. of d,, " mix. (5) * fj, M. and N.K., reads 
sz-t rather than lyt; cf. Pyr. W., 184, with 
parallel at Heir el Balrri, also Mentiohotep, p. 24, 
no. 56, and Peclnainenap, i., pl. xviii., no. 2. 
The origin of this last value of x is not yet 
explained. 
I (Hii'i:, p. 37) ; unit line (piece of avooc! or 
clamp, but black in Pth.): fig. 239/;, Pth, 
xxxiii. 5; black. 
fluted Avooden column tapering upAvards, a 
tenon projecting at the toj3 (v. Mednno, Front., 
fig. 15, and p. 30, § 48): fig. 229, Akht., 
fig. 233, Pth,, xxxii. col. 3. The fluting is 
most clearly shown in the example from Ptah-
hetep ; that from Akhethetep (cf. Plh., xli., 
col. 1) is conventionalized and with plain base. 
N a m e yn (no early variant, so the first element 
uncertain), " column," " support," with rad. ext. 
and phon. trans. 
| (Hier., p. 38); seh-pole placed upright, 
usually horizontal: fig. 250, Pth., xxxviii., 
col. 2 ; red. 
—— (Hier.,p. 38); door-bolt: figs. 241, 248, 
Akht. See a fine original figured by H. Towry 
White in P. S. B. A., 1899, 286. 
Class X. Pottekv, Vases, Fire. Pl. XIII. 
Q (Hier., p. 39); jug with loop in front; 
fig. 267, Plh,, xxxiii. (i; an instance in xli. 6 
is blue with stripe across. 
J (Hier., p. 39); hes-Yase: fig. 260, Akht, 
[y (Hier., p. 39); the same, Avith Avater pouring 
from it: fig. 269, Akht. 
§ 
(Hier., p. 39) ; four 7ies-vases, with 
cloth or, as Piehl suggests, indication of the 
case containing them; fig. 265, Pth., xxxii. 5. 
5 beer-jug: fig. 264, Pth., xxxvi. 5. In 
Ptahhetep, blue top; in Akhethetep, blue top, 
red below. Word-sign for hep, "beer," in 
formulae of offerings (Pth., xxxiv., xxxviii., 
under table), det. of beer. Word-sign for 0. 
and M.K. title dpw, " taster' ; cf. ̂ ^ xK g Pyr. 
W., 175 = S J% Pyr. M., 636, and the other 
parallels. Cf. Bhind, Math., xx., no. 71, for 
the connexion of dp, " taste," with beer-making; 
see also Br., Aeg., p. 225, Avho reads the sign ybw. 
0 (Hier., p. 39); globular Avater-pot: fig. 
257, Pth., xxxii. 2 ; blue. 
JVms-/-vase (cf. Hier., p. 42) : fig. 262, Pth., 
xli. 19. Det. of its name (ib., 24i), and of the 
zsr't drink. 
Bowl: fig. 254, Pth., xli. 6. Det. of suiv, 
" doctor," " medicine." Perhaps the vase suw 
of L., A. T., 43. 
double vase, one probably with clay cap, 
the other with ribbed neck: fig. 253, Pth., 
xxxix., table; cf. ib., xli. 4. Det. of yrp, 
• Avme. 
Q (Hier., p. 40); milk vase (?) : fig. 261, 
Pth., xli. 6 ; see below, p. 38. 
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XJ (Hier., p. 42); wsh-bowl: fig. 266, Pth,, \ | (Hier., p. 49); mr-chisel: fig. 278, Pth., 
xxxrv. 4. : xxxi., top; unsymmetrical, as usual in O.K., 
green handle, blue blade. 
XJ (Hier., p. 43, s.c. ^ , ) ; censer, Avith ram: 
fig. 256, Akht. Word-sign for b\ " soul," Avith c± (Hier., p. 49) ; drill-cap : fig. 284, Pth, 
, and name of the sacred ram of Mendes; j xxxix., right, 3—blue. In ft the q seems like a 
rare in O.K. 
v7 ivesekh (?)-boAvl, Avith another covering it, 
or loaf of bread moulded in two bowls : fig. 268, 
Pth., xli., offerings, 19. Det. of qmlun qm\ 
xj hand censer Avithout its lid : fig. 263, 
Akht. Det. of dntr-sz't in offerings. 
ffl (Hier., p. 41) ; ring-stand, red in Ptah-
hetep : fig. 255, Pth., xxxii., col. 2 (ndt) ; 
fig. 258, ib., xxxiii. 5 (//). 
Q (Hier., p. 42); kiln: fig. 259, Pth., 
xxxiii., col. 2 ; coloured in fig. 399. 
(Hier., p. 42); flaming brazier: fig. 270, 
Plh., xli. 22. . Note that jfs is a false form. In 
O.K. it was fs (Mera, 534, 564; Sethe, Verbum, 
L, § 216,'2); later ps, and sometimes it Avas 
confusedly written pfs. In N.K. Q, Q, stands for 
r-, p <=. p <=> (root, nsr't, "flame"), Horhotep, 11, 
356-7 = Tdtb., ch. xxiv. 
Class X L Implements and Tools. 
Pl. XIII. 
(Hie,:, p. 48); sickle: fig. 282, /'///,, 
xxxix., right, 2 ; handle green, teeth Avhite(?). 
*==x_ (Hier.,]). 48): Avooden tied hoe: fig. 283, 
Akht.; fig. 285, Plh,, xxxix., left, 2. 
| (Hier., p. 49); plasterer's float (?): fig. 271, 
Akht. Cf. a float figured in Kahun, ix. 10. 
piece of clay : perhaps 
it. 
is homophonous Avith 
[----, handle of adze : fig. 276, Pth., xxxii. 2. 
In O.K. Avord-sign and phon. for inn; Avord-sign 
also for 'npi', as name of the city of Mendes: 
probably for some mythological reason (Medn.ni., 
Pl. xxi.). Later the sign became î —,, D—-; r. 
Hier., p. 50. 
Adze Avith triple (i.e. multiple) blade: fig. 
279, Pth,, xxxiii. 6. In O.K. usual Avord-sign 
for ,ff, "claAV," "nails"; c. Bin:, p. 50, s./-. 
^—^; also Lange, A. Z., 1896, p. 77. 
E-—. (Hie,:, p. 50); adze cutting avooc! : 
fig. 277, Pth,, xli. 24. 
C^=i adze and saAv—rather than knife: fig. 
273, Plh., xxxv. 6, where it is folloAved by • , 
a stone, and designates a mason. Occurs simi-
larly in Thy. Reading unknoAvn—might be 
nzr (?). 
carpenter's axe: fig. 280, Akht.—blade 
apparently red. Cf. Medum, Front. 14, and 
PL x. Name, J J j " " "'I'1''1'- tomb of Thy 
(Br., Wlb., 583). Word-sign for "ship-build-
ing ' and " carpentering "•—esjoecially of doors ; 
probably reads d(/h, or Jqh, Br., 11?//., and 
Bjucii, Dirt,, both ipiote *qh as the name ot 
the Avar-axe, but the reference in each case 
is Avrong, and cannot be verified. In i\I.vk., 
Ali., i. (S, 1. K5, '5==='j? %L-=3 seems to occur, 
but the first sign is imperfect, while Q$ is 
used correspondingly at Der el Bahri (cf. 
Navillk and Sktiik in .Ir<7/. k'ep., 1895-6, 
[). 8, note a). The corresponding hieratic Avord 
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could be interpreted cither as with 'n=3 or Avith 
Ql- The supposed full spelling, H ~^\ a \ X^JS, 
is given in the Antef stela (T. S. B. A., 1875, 
192), but this m a y be divided as s-'qh. 
Polisher : fig. 247, Plh,, xxxviii. 2 — 
broAvn (or red?). AVord-sign for the title dp, 
"polisher." ^ o, Pyr. M., 607 = /'., 121. 
S , (Hier., p. 50): knife: fig. 286, AIM. 
===b knife sharpener, pierced, and fitted Avith 
loop: fig. 275, /'///., xxxviii. 2—bladebrown(?); 
in the scenes in Akhethetep the blade of the 
sharpener is blue. In Methen, L., B., ii. 3, a 
curved bar, Avith loop lashed to it. Cf. B. II, 
iii., Pl. ix., figs. 3, 6, 7, and for its use, ib., Pl. 
x. 2. As being constantly Avorn by butchers, 
it is Avord-sign for ssm, "butcher" (Methen, L., 
B., ii. 4, and Thy; Avith phon. trans. For the 
proof of the reading r. M a x Muller, Bee, de 
Trar., xiv. 1ft. In N.K. it frequently has con-
ventional feet attached, OAving to its common 
meaning of " lead." 
| (cf. Hie,:, p. 57, and beloAv fig. 358); 
shepherd's crook : fig. 281, AIM. Word-sign 
for cwt, " animals," " small cattle.' 
| (Hie,:, p. 50) ; fire-stick apparatus : fig. 
287, Pth., xxxix., right, 3. For expressions 
"striking" and "rubbing light" in Eg., cf. 0. 
v. Lemm, A. Z., 1887, 114; Br., Thes., 470. 
^ (Hier., p. 51); support of balance: fig. 272, 
Akht. 
Class XII. Cordage, Textile-Work, &c. 
Pl. XIV 
[1 (Hier., p. 45) ; fig. 317, Pth,, xxxiii., 
col# 6—red. Jacoby, Bee. de Trac, xxi. 26,-, 
Avould connect it with the napkin (?) held in 
hands of nobles. 
Ii two upright threads, the forked or looped 
ends crossed by two others: fig. 311, Plh., 
xxxviii., under table. Cf. the varying figures 
in A, T., PL 6-7 and 36, where different kinds 
of cloth are indicated by the different number of 
upright threads. Word-sign for mnh't, " cloth." 
* 'TT' six upright threads, the forked or 
looped ends crossed by one horizontal thread 
from which hang other threads and an I; fig. 
288, Pth., xxxviii. 4. Det. of ssr. Cf. the 
cloth — m ssr (?), one of the three kinds figured 
in very early tombs (Medum, xiii., &c). 
A symbol of cloth: fig. 319, Akht, Det. of 
mnh in offerings. 
^ (Hie,:, p. 46) ; ntr-voll of cloth: fig. 324, 
Pth., xxxiii., col.'6—yellow, the lacing on the 
handle Avith alternate triangles of blue and 
green, and green bands. 
J (Hier., p. 48) ; same compounded with 
bag : fig. 307, Pth., xli. 6. In late times this 
Avas certainly used for bcl, " natron (?)," and in 
early texts it appears to be det. to it, for some 
reason that is not very obvious. See Dumichen, 
Peduamenap, i., Pl. xxii., no. 54, and L., B., ii. 
44. j, j are misreadings of 1; and X (Hier., 
p. 53) is a figment. 
°®\ three upright threads with loops at side, 
looped thread across ends beloAv: fig. 304, Akht. 
(cf. above fig. 252). Cf. Mar., Mast., p. 492, with 
loops, while in Methen, L., B., ii. 3, there are 
four toes showing the nails, evidently connected 
with the common value of the sign for s'h, 
"toes" (Lange, A. Z., 1896, 77). Cf. ̂  = 
breadth of fingers (Hier., pp. 45-6), usually 
only three. In late times, through linear 
hieratic, it becomes ̂ 3 
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£\ linen running on cord, draAvn together (?): 
fig. 290, Pth., xxxii., col. 1, o. Hier., p. 46, 
s.r. 
(Hier., p. 46) ; the same, spread out (?): 
fig. 302, Pth,, xxxii. 3. 
Bag or purse: fig. 312, /'///., xxxviii. 2; 
fig. 318, ib., xxxvii., left, 2 ; fig. 322, 
ib., xxxv., behind shoulder; fig. 323, Akht. 
White in L., B., ii. 96, Osteite. In Thy it 
is carried by an attendant as a bag over his 
shoulder (N. de Gr. D.). Reading unknoAvn. In 
Kagemni it stands for ̂  ss in I x amongst 
offerings. 
,JQL spindle: fig. 298, Akht. Name, mlisfi 
"spindle" (Tdtb., cap. cliii.). Word-sign for 
O P *—- h&fi 
® (Him., pp. 46-7) ; ball of string (?) : fig. 
295 (green), Pth., xxxiii., col. 9. In Thy this 
occurs as det. of zV-/, hence the circle O is 
probably the same as O, and in that case Q is 
det. of circle, in qd, " circle," &c. 
O ball or disk: fig. 289, Akht, Det. of 
cqd (see last). 
xxxiii., col. 9—green 
(Hie,:, p. 47); basket : fig. 308, Plh,, 
Note its use as re-
ceptacle of sacred symbols, but only of feminine 
gender. The meaning of "holder" for the 
name of the basket is perhaps not justified, vb 
meaning " master," not " container." 
(Illtr., p. 47); basket with loop: fig. 309, 
Pth., xxxii., col. 3—green. 
I (Hier., p. 47); reecl mat or bundle as stool: 
fig. 297, Pth., xxxix., col. 2—green. 
=s= (Pin:, p. 47); cake on mat: fig. 303, /'///., 
xxxix., right, 3—mat green; in Akhethetep 
cake yellow, mat green. It probably represents 
a mat on Avhich food Avould be placed, of Avhich 
food the cake is the symbol; the modern 
correspondence would be a dish or plate. 
(hie name for food is hip'I, hence the word-
sign value, hip in all cases seems to mean 
" grace," or " favour," rather than " offering," 
or " gift." 
l| possibly the tiller (?) of rudder o&r (hpd) : 
fig. 292, /'///., xxxi. 3—green. Word-sign 
for lop. 
ft bundle of stems (?) bound at middle and 
ends, often cut off slanting at top : fig. 3 1 0 , 
Pth,, xxxi. 3 — t o p slanting ; fig. 31 6 , ib., xxxiii. 
3 — t o p straight. Cf. M e d u m , Pis. x., xii., xiii. 
Word-sifirn for \ -«--^ met, in \ ° 2r " labourers, 
t, J ' Lf i in ' 
" creAV of ship"; see Bend., Pl. xiii., tomb 331, 
for the rare full spelling; also in ft (cf. 
Mcdnm, Pl. 10), Pyr., T. 87 = N., 618—mtitle, 
smsw _//«•/. When used for (1 —«—, the spelling 
is full (J [j , indicating that this is the derived 
value, and that tyt is the original. The origin 
of its presumed name or pictorial value, ys't, is 
not clear. 
B* bundle of short stems tied by rope : 
fig. 314, Plh., xxxiv., col. 2 ; fig. 321, Pth., 
xxxii., col. 4; in Akht,, green. Word-sign 
and phon. for ^ =•, meaning " boundary, 
" complete," &c. Cf. J j ^ ̂ ff Sanehal, 1. 198, 
" Avrapping of dead (?)." 
J (Hier., p. 13); liii.uk of libres : fig. 313, 
Pth,., xxxii., heforc head—green. 
(S (IHer., p. 43); coil of rope: fig. 289, 
Akht., det. of </Js; fig. 301, Plh., xxxi. 5, lirst 
to right, numeral 100. The second value in 
I Her. should he on r~, es> (not = m • o) ; it 
seems to have, led confusedly to a later value, 
sn. Cf. SpiHGumuiui, -i. Z., 1898, 13)8. 
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I (Hio:, p. 1-1); cord on stick: fig. 296, 
Pth., xxxiii., col. 3. 
•qX (Hier., p. 4-1) ; girdle (?) : fig. 315, Plh., 
xxxiv., top. J. H. W a l k e r suggests that this 
is probably a girdle rope, Avith slip-knot to 
fasten apron round Avaist. O n coffins it is 
associated as m u c h Avith Avaist-cloths and aprons 
as Avith Aveapons. 
^= j (Hier., p. 45); cord, possibly gathered up 
for throwing ("far"?, cf. w3 "far"), as in the 
bola: fig. 3 0 6 , Pth,, xxxi. 2. 
9 (Hier., p. 45); loop of cord, ends cIoavii-
Avards: fig. 2 9 3 , Pth., xli. 2 ; fig. 300, Akht. 
5 loop of cord, ends upAvard: fig. 291, Pth,, 
xxxii. 2—yellow in Akhethetep. N a m e , ss, 
"cord" (Plh., I.e.). Phon. for ss. In late 
Avriting det. of clothing, &c. 
s=3 (Hie,:, p. 45); cord handle: fig. 294, 
Pth., xxxii. 3. 
=8«° (Hier., p. 45); many-looped rope knot: 
fig. 299, Pth., xxxii. 3. 
fj yoke(?): fig. 305, Pth., xxxi. 3. Cf. 
M e d u m , Pl. ix. (also xxiv.), which indicates that 
the cross-piece is of wood, the hoop of twisted 
rope or rushes (?). A n object difficult to re-
cognize, but probably connected Avith cattle. 
It seems to mean " stable," " stall, : cattle-
shed." N a m e , fe,^.^ mz't. Word-sign for 
S*> ̂ . It m a y represent a large basket, over-
turned and empty, but Avith the pole for carry-
ing it, and perhaps called mz't, "the deep." 
Probably identical with the sign -pj-, which 
signifies the corn-measure hfr (Kali. Pap., xxii., 
14, 16), and which is det. of all kinds of basket-
work, litters, chairs, &c. The uses of this sign 
need to be well studied, and its relation to allied 
forms determined. 
Akht. 
Class XIII. Instruments oe War, 
Hunting, &c. Pl. XV. 
(Hier., p. 51); bow or yoke: fig. 338, 
(Bier., p. 51) : a n w : fig. 326, Akht. 
(Hier., p. 51); mace: fig. 330, Pth., 
xxxiii., col. 7—handle yelloAv. Phon. in phz, 
Pap. Eb. 
(Hier., p. 51) ; boomerang of the foAvling 
type: fig. 32 8 , Pth,, xli. 19; fig. 329, ib., 9 
quo3 means " throw " (Lefebure, Sphinx, iii. 88 
0 cleaArer head, or blade of wc-harpoon: fig 
337, Akht. = fig. 407 coloured blue. Cf. Una 
1. 14. Nome-sign of X X I I n d nome of Upper 
Egypt (Aphroditopolite); later Avritten with ""*>-
As J. de Rouge pointed out, Piankhy, 1. 145 
gives the name of this nome -̂ xV| O v\ ̂ -^ © 
•notion: Hence 0 is probably the " axe-head " or 
|C=j7\ /WVW\ 
" c l e a v e r " Q fl Q mtnyt (Mentuhotep, p. 27 
no. 8) ; and being made of metal, it is perhaps 
the early form of a sign for copper (D in the 
XVIIIth Dyn.), which may, perhaps, read 
hmti (?), as the origin of the Coptic zour. 
| dagger in sheath (?): fig. 334, Pth., xxxix. 
1. 2. In Medum, Pl. xiii., red blade or sheath, 
white handle (ivory ?); in L., 1)., ii. 96, Ostseite, 
all blue. Its upper part resembles the peg to 
which the cord of the net is attached in the 
foAvling scene in Pth., xxxii. 3 ; but a dagger in 
Mentuhotep, Pl. v., and p. 29, no. 31, is named 
® , meaning, perhaps, "first quality." Word-
sign for t'pi, " chief," tp. 
*. ^^ boat on Avater: fig. 331, Pth,, xxxi., 
col. 4—boat green. Det. of qJqJ, " barge," and 
of boats in general in O.K. . It m a y be picture 
word-sign for q3q3 (cf. Erm., Westcar, viii. 2), or 
for ymio, " boat" (being in the basse-epoque a 
D 
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common Avord-sign for ym). Sometimes = wJy, 
" boat" (generally a mythological boat, and the 
form of the sign generally modified accordingly). 
^S^ (Hier., p. 52) ; fisherman's boat, con-
taining net, on Avater : fig. 336, Akht. 
(Hier., p. 52); paddle: fig. 332, Pth., 
xxxix., left, 3. 
(Hier., p. 52); bone harpoon-head: fig, 
333, Pth., xxxii. 4; fig. 339, Akht. (Note 
that in Hier., p. 53, 1 H and J are both base or 
false, founded respectively on ^ and |.) 
Harpoon ^=4_ (wc, Hier., p. 52) on stand in a 
boat with tow-line (?) (cf. bark of Sokaris, &c), 
the whole placed on a sacred perch: fig. 327, 
Pth., xxxiv. 1. Symbol of the Vllth nome of 
Lower Egypt (in the Western Delta), and of 
the VIHth (in the Eastern Delta), the Heroo-
polite. Reading unknoAvn. Cf. Methen, L., B., 
ii. 3, top right. 
p^ (Hier., p. 53); bird-trap: fig. 335, 
Pth., xxxii. 3. 
nnm cage or crate for birds: fig. 325, Pth., 
xxxii. 3. Det. and word-sign for name, s=> J 
" box." 
Class XIV Articles for Personal Use, 
Furniture, .Food, &c. Pl. XV. 
[j (Hier., p. 54); conventionalized throne: 
fig. 352, Pth., xxxiii., col. 6—blue or green. 
Where in Ptahhetep the sign is repeated in a 
row, it is in alternating colours (Pth., xli., 
cols. 2, 3). 
S coffin : fig. 340, Pth., xxxix., left, 1, 
Name, hi. Det. qrs't, "burial." Cf. 1=1, Hier., 
p. 54. 
Food-stand (Hier., p. 54) : fig. 345, AIM. 
Det. of h3P Cf. Medum, Pl. xiii. In Pth., 
xli. 15 has food only, no vases as in M.K. 
the same, with slices of bread (cf. Hier., 
p. 54): fig. 346, Akht. For the variety with 
palm leaves, Avhich seems to belong chiefly 
to the period of debasement at the end of the 
O.K., see Bemlerelo, pp. 42, 53. 
Q (Hier., p. 55); loaf of bread: fig. 351, 
Akht. 
© flat circular cake or dish, marks at the 
edge, in some cases evidently the impress of 
three or four fingers : fig, 350, Pth., xxxix., L 2 : 
also ib., xli., offerings, 16 ; fig. 402, coloured, 
Avhere two grains are shoAvn on the top. A det. 
of offerings. Word-sign for p3,t(?). 
{} a wsh-v&se piled with food : fig. 348, Pth,, 
xxxvi. 2 ; fig. 349, ib., xli., offerings, 20—con-
tents green (?). Det. of mp't, " vegetable (?)." 
xxxiii., col. 8, 
(Hier., p. 55); staff: fig. 344, Pth., 
N.B. The short staves of the 
ox-herds (ib., xxxi.) are not much longer in 
proportion. YelloAv in Akhethetep. 
(Hier., p. 55); fig. 342, Akht; fig. 408 
(coloured), Akht. In Pth. the pot is blue, the 
stick red with the middle black. The pencase 
is partly covered with black leather, forming a 
holder for the pens. For the value -»-<= see 
Sethe, Verbum, i., § 260. Sethe prefers to 
interpret this spelling as for — » - sh, on the 
strength of the Coptic equivalent, though the 
spelling ss is found even in N.K. 
(Hier., p. 55); papyrus-roll: fig. 310, 
Pth., xxxi., col. 2; in Akhethetep seal blue, 
green in one example. Note that " " ^ o ^ is 
not f % but mz3't, "book," or "roll," fully 
written in Pyr. IK, 1. 601, ancl this value is 
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transferred in ///;/•/,t- chisel," as Avas first pointed 
out by Brugsoh, i: P. 8. B. A., 1899, 269-70. 
Its use in Pth. is restricted, as generally in the 
O.K.; it is word-sign for °, xxxiii. 6, and 
det. to (wd) mdn; "order,"^xxi.-xxxiii., cols. 
3, 4. and to ̂  ^x. ,=--, " tribute " (registered). 
t^5 (Hier.. p. 56); draught-board Avith men: 
fig. 343, Pth., xxxii. 2 ; fig. 347, ib., xli. col. 
2., The board is generally green with black 
lines, sometimes red Avith black lines; the 
smaller men are generally green. The number 
of divisions is usually 3 x 1 1 , but sometimes 
3 x 1 2 or 13. 
Class X V Ixsigxia, Symbols, &c. Pl. XVI. 
I (Hier., p. 57) ; crook sceptre: fig. 358, 
Pth., xxxi. 3. 
J (Hier., p. 57); mallet (?)-symbol: fig. 362, 
Pth,, xxxix., left, 2—blue. Cf. Borchardt, 
A. Z., 1899, p. 82, for additional evidence that 
it is a mallet, the value hn being connected 
Avith a word hn used of beating Avith a 
mallet. 
5 (Hier., p. 57) ; sekherro-scepbre : fig. 360, 
Pth., xxxi., col. 4. It is adorned with many 
bands of colour, which in Akhethetep seem to be 
blue, red, blue, green, Avith green papyrus head. 
The reading hrp still requires further proof; it 
is at any rate confined to titles. One may com-
pare § % i (El. B., I., xiv., 1. 3), corresponding 
to the title ̂  J L (Kah. Pap., xv. 15, &c). 
In D S ̂  %\ (quoted Hier., p. 58) hrp is 
verb in. infinitive rather than a title. 
g (Hier., p. 58); cylinder seal: fig. 354, 
Akht.,with curved loop; fig. 356, Pth., xxxiii. 
3 Avith upright loop. In another example in 
Ptahhetep the knot is blue, also the central 
band of the cylinder ; the rest of the cylinder is 
apparently red. 
(Hier., p. 58); wser-sceptre : fig. 361, 
Pth., xxxiii. 7. 
j (Hier., p. 59); was-sceptre (with head of 
Set-animal (?), Maspero) with loop at top, as 
name of Thebes: fig. 257. Demotic variants 
(Bhincl bit., no. 417) show that its root ter-
,(r) minated with s, and its confusion with in 
in demotic shows that it read approximately 
ws: thus it evidently has the same value as 1 
w3s, with the fern, ending, and the name of the 
city and nome was W3sl. Cf. also the spelling 
on a stela of the XXth Dyn. in Sethe, Verbum, 
i. 142. 
| (Hier., p. 59); ded pillar: fig. 359, Pth., 
xxxix., right, 1. The stem Is in painted bands, 
red and green alternating (?). 
•?- (Hier., p. 60); 'nh girdle-knot: fig. 355, 
Pth., xxxii. 4 ; in Akhethetep blue. 
*$ sJ-loop : fig. 353, Pth., xxxviii. 1. Varies 
with °»> (Hier., p. 45) ; rare in O.K. except in 
proper names and cartouches. It is apparently 
part of the outfit of marsh men, carried on stick 
over shoulder in Akht. A n early bronze amulet 
of this form is figured in El Kab, Pl. v. 5. 
Unclassified. Pl. XVII. 
/—i (Hier., p. 56); flute (?), wooden wedge (?), 
cubit-rod (?): fig. 393, Pth., xxxiii., col. 3 — 
tapering; fig. 394, ib., xxxix., left, 2—rounded 
edge; fig. 395, Akht.—rectangular. Nearly 
always slightly tapering in Ptahhetep. If this 
represents a wedge in different aspects it would 
imply " straightening," " adjusting." 
n 2 
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t (Hier:, p. 61); fig. 376, Pth,, xxxiii., requires more support. In N.K. the sign is 
col 5—red 'centre in Akhethetep. Word-sign used in curious combinations, which have pro-
for nz. 
I (Hier., p. 61) ; fig. 383, Pth., xxxiv. 4. 
Word-sign for sn. 
£— (Hier., p. 53); fig. 380, Pth,, xli., 
offerings, 22. Word-sign for rth. 
X. supposed to be connected Avith a balance, 
or special kind of cutting tool(?): fig. 387, 
Akht.—all red. Word-sign for uxl, "dissever," 
"divide," "judge," "weigh.' 
Drill(?): fig. 384, Akht. Read wb3 Max 
MiiLLER, Bee, de Trav., ix. 162, the first to fix 
the readings of this and a number of similar 
signs, thought it distinct from * Y, which is a 
hand-drill for hollo Aving out stone vessels, 
weighted and steadied by two stones at the top 
(Borchardt, A. Z., 1897, 107). The Egyptians 
seem to have considered this as a symbol of 
mechanical skill, and its Avord-sign value is hm 
in hm't, " craft," hm'ti, " craftsmen." ub3, to 
" bore," " pierce," is probably sometimes spelt 
with * f, and fig. 384 represents, perhaps, some 
similar instrument for the same purpose, such 
as a boAV-drill; in Pyr. P., 17'4, a string crosses 
the stock. The circular object below may be 
intended to represent the hole drilled. 
• (Hier., p. 62); symbol for "attendant": 
fig, 379, Pth., xxxiii. 6, a fine example, 
indicating the man called Nefer-renpet. The 
loop which is sometimes found at the top of this 
sign in the E.R.A. volume is erroneous. The 
knife (?) is doubtful. The reading sms, rather 
than ss, is confirmed by two good instancies in. 
Daressy, Bee de Trav., xiv. 21 ; quoted by 
Piehl, Avho considers the other examples in-
sufficient to establish the reading as being 
possibly due to error. Capart, A. Z., 1898, 
p. 125, has a note on this sign, but his argument 
bably little pictorial meaning. 
-^ (Hier., p. 62); Avhip (?) : fig. 371, Pth., 
xxxi. 2; fig. 372, Akht.; fig. 377, Pth., 
x̂ d, green with black xxxviii. 1—in name 
lines. Differs from figures of whips in the 
scenes only by the projecting end above the 
lash (?); this detail seems invariably present in 
the hieroglyph. 
A conventional figure, apparently for mud, 
dung: fig. 385, Pth., xxxii. 2—brown. Det. 
of sp, "caulk," with clay (?). Word-sign for 
hs, " clung," Avith this usage more realistically 
represented in Pyr. Det. of evil-smelling things, 
decay, &c, syn, "rot." In Pth., xxxiii. (see 
Pl. iii. of present volume), the word mhshs 
should be restored, determined by a man with 
this sign in his hand, a det. to Avhich fig. 385 
alone corresponds in Thy (see Hier., p. 63, 
s.v. O). O hsb seems distinct from this hs in 
hieratic throughout, though in hieroglyphs con-
fused with it. 
2\ (Hier., p. 63); /ir-stand: fig. 363, Pth., 
xxxviii., near head; fig. 365, ib., xxxiii. 6— 
black with red in middle; fig. 370, .1/7//.; 
fig. 374, Pth., xxxix., over canopy. 
^ (Hier., p. 64); fig. 366, Pth., xxxix., 
right, 1. 
Granary: fig. 369, .1/7//.; fig. 373, I'th., 
xxxv. 5; fig. 378, /'///., xxxi. 3; fig. 401, 
Akht.—coloured black and blue. Cf. Median. 
Pl. xx., offerings, Avhere similar ligures have 
the names of cereals upon them. Word-sign 
for snmrt, "corn-store" (Pyr. /'., 395; .V., 
1170). Later its form resembles a heap of grain 
on a floi >r. 
1)()SS1I) y one side of the Avhiskers of man 
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or animal: fig. 380, Pth., xli. 5 (= ym) ; 
fig. 381, Akht.-coloured red; fig. 382, I'th,, 
xxxiii. 5 (= ym, as is shown by the parallel in 
Mera). Red in L., IK, ii. 70. After M.K. 
it takes the form / . Word-sign for gs, 
"side," "half," and phon. Word-sign for ym, 
"side(?) " (Pth., xxxiii. 5 = Mera, p. 551), and 
phon. In N.K. verv common as alph. for ///. 
Of. Cai.ioe, A. Z., 1S97, 170. 
(Hi;-., p. 47); fig. 391, Pth., xxxii. 3. 
Apparently Avord-sign for ::ld. Mr. Davies 
observes that it is almost identical in form Avith 
the floats or tassels (?) attached to the harpoon 
in a scene of hunting the hippopotamus in the 
tomb of ̂ lera. 
A apparently an ornamental tassel, like the 
»/////•/ of Mentuhotep, Pl. iii., and p. 20, no. 27 : 
fig. 397, Akht. Phon. for zld or cPr. Such 
ornaments seem to have been called jd=>; 
hence one Aralue of the sign. 
0 hoop of avooc! or metal (?) : fig. 396, Plh., 
xxxi. 4. Word-sign for 10 ; in Coptic uirr, ue.r. 
In a very late text Avritten „ rid, For the 
J n 
form cf. the hoop in the ground (Pl. xvii.). 
Petrie, Medum, p. 33, notes the resemblance ,to 
fy (see above, p. 33). Sethe, A. Z., 1896, 90, 
considers it essentially the same as -f\, and 
Avould give ^ ^ viz as its original value. 
Judging from Coptic, the multiples of 10 from 
50 to 90 Avere formed as a kind of plural of the 
units 5 to 9, but 20, 30, 40 had distinct names, 
of Avhich |\ a % ^ J] IsX ,, for nnfl, 30, alone 
is knoAvn. By phon. trans, n n D is Avord-sign 
for a kind of spear. 
Stone covered by cloth (?): fig. 367, Pth., 
xxxix. 2. Occurs in O.K. as det. of the fes-
tival of n-lg, and more rarely of that of zhwl't, 
perhaps as representing a place for offerings. 
(Hier., p. 64) ; fig. 364,\Pth., xxxii. 3. 
Occurs with jTj as det. of lib, " festival," none 
of the usual detail being shoAvn. In Pl. xxxviii. 
the hieroglyph occurs on a, vase in the hand of 
Ptahhetep. Here it shoAvs oblique striping. 
Q unguent vase upside doAvn, alabaster mark-
ings : fig. 392, AIM, Some early M.K. 
examples substitute for this a mirror in its case 
(r. Borciiardt, A. Z., 1897, 116. In O.K. 
variant sir for «-*=*<=>, meaning " adorner " or 
" adornment " as title of woman (Spjegelberg, 
A. Z., 1896, 162). 
( (Hier., p. 26, s.v. £) : fig. 388, Pth,, 
xxxiii. 6. 
j (Hier., p. 26, s.v. j): fig. 390, Pth., 
xli. 20. 
© fig. 368, Plh., xxxiv., top, 4; cf. Medum, 
PL xxviii. Word-sign for Hieraconpolis, Nhn; 
cf. late variants in Br., B. 67., 353, 1227. Early 
variants (A. Z., 1890, 69) sIioav only that the 
name ended Avith n. Colour and form suggest 
the snout of a pig or the end of an elephant's 
proboscis as the origin of this sign. 
c=d fig. 389, Pth., xxxi. 2—coloured green. 
It occurs over n amongst roughly-cut hiero-
glyphs, Avhere one Avould expect i^^, but the 
colour and all is wrong for t . Maspero, 
Et. Eg., ii. 209, note 5, suggested that it might 
be intended for wdli (cf. fig. 219). 
| (i: |, Hier., p. 50); blade of knife: fig. 386, 
Pth., xli. 22 (in nno.s-1). Colourless in L., B., 
ii. 70. 
Miscellaneous Details on Plate XVI. 
In the centre is a cartouche of Ne-user-Ra 
(PL xxxiii., col. 7). 
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On the left the shell hung from the 
neck of the ox in Pl. xxxi. 3 ; a tether for 
a calf, Pl. xxxi. 1; and a milking-jar from 
Akht., as it appears in a milking scene, with 
to 
or either a leaf in the mouth or the steam 
rising from it. The milk-vase usually has 
some such object in the mouth (Hieroglyphs, 
p. 40, where the idea of a feeder is probably 
wrong). 
On the right, the amulet worn by Ptah-
hetep (PL xxxi.), dark colour; bull from 
the nome-sign before the third figure in Pl. 
xxxiv. 1; servant with offerings, Pl. xxxvii., 
bottom right. 
to 
A P P E N D I X . 
NOTES TO THE PLATES PUBLISHED BY THE EGYPTIAN RESEARCH ACCOUNT. 
Plate XXXI. 
Heading.—Correct this to E. W A L L : S. 
H A L F 2 
Reg. la,—For D read j]. After -J- insert 
the determinative. (See Corrections to Plates, 
p. 42.) 
Reg. lb.—A man is kneeling beloAv the cow 
on the extreme left, and is milking her. The 
calving cow is stretching up her head so that 
her long horn extends into the register above. 
BeloAv the <=> in front of her add ^3^ (̂ =7 ?). 
For a remnant of the next legend see drawing 
p. 42. 
The herdsmen have their hands in the mouths 
of the recumbent cattle (to feed them ?). 
The removal of a stone has caused the loss of 
the superscription. It began with T apparently. 
Reg. 2.—Under the |/J7 is an •?• in paint. 
The lines of the shoulder and chest of the last 
tAvo oxen have been confused (see Pl. xxvii.). 
Before the third figure is a painted inscription 
(see p. 42). 
The last herdsman Avears the projecting tunic, 
the sculptor having corrected his first line, Avhich 
is the one folloAved by the copyists. 
Reg. 3.—For the shape of i see fig. 310. 
1 The numbering of the columns follows the reading. 
The registers are numbered from the top. The photo-
graphs (Pis. xxiii.—xxx.) should be consulted in connexion 
with these notes, and the key plans on Plates ii. and xxi. 
will help the reader to realize the relative position of the 
Bcenes. The drawings shown on p. 42 are only in a few 
instances strict facsimiles or drawn to an exact scale. 
2 The walls are already correctly named in Mr. Griffith's 
Introduction to.the publication. 
For the name (in paint) of the leader of the 
second ox see p. 42. 
Reg. 46.—The number of ducks would seem 
to be 100,002 ; see p. 42. 
Ptahhetep's staff should have the usual 
rounded head. For the true shape of his 
amulet see Pl. xvi. 
Plate XXXII. 
Heading.- Correct this to E. W A L L : N. 
H A L F 
Col. 1.—Read at end <=> *^ . 
Reg. 1.—For bushes painted on the back-
ground and title of hunter see PL xxii. 
Reg. 3.-For the form of zb3 see fig. 391. 
For the half-cut determinative of hn see 
facsimile, p. 42. 
The name of the man putting fowl in the cage 
is Chnemhetep, the vase being painted only. 
Reg. 36.-The lib should be of the shape of 
fig. 247. 
Plate XXXIII. (upper half). 
Title.—Correct this to E. WALL, TOP-
S. H A L F 
Col. 4.—See p. 42. 
Col. 5.—See p. 42. 
Reg. 1.—For the correct posture of the arms 
of the first and third youths see the photograph, 
Pl. xxiv.b. 
The name Akhethetep occurs before the 
second group of wrestlers as well. 
Reg. 2.—Prefix shz to the title of Seshern-
nefer. 
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The tie of the huntsman's dress and of the 
clogs' collars is green. He wears sandals. The 
little dog has a curling tail. 
The £) should in every case be shaped as in 
fig. 379. 
Plate XXXIII. (lower half). 
Title.—Correct this to E. WALL, TOP: 
N. HALF. 
Cols. 2, 3, 4.—After |\^<=>© read J\^ 
In all pyramid signs there should be a hori-
zontal line near the apex, as in fig. 24(5. 
Reg. 1.—The cord passes round the bundle of 
papyrus, which is between the fifth and sixth 
figures, and then round the shoulders of both of 
them. Owing to the bad light near the ceiling 
and the Avorn stone, a part of the scene was 
thought by the copyists to be destroyed, if 
will be found on Pl. iii, 
Reg. 2.—Read Q beneath the arrow of st. 
Both youths have darts in each hand. 
The second legend ends in D -wwv _ao. 
followed apparently by another sign. The band 
across the breast of the striding lad is blue. 
The first sign over the boy who is being 
assaulted is ""1. The inscription above ends 
The figures in this register shoAv by their 
yelloAV flesh-colour, their side-lock, and their 
uncircumcised state that they are all young 
lads. They Avear round their necks either a 
narrow circlet Avith a green centre-stone, a 
broad green collar, or a pendant necklace, to 
which a blue amulet shaped like that of Ptah-
hetep (Pl. xvi.) is attached. (These details are 
in paint only.) 
Reg. 3.—The second figure has the title 
WAl^W 
The fourth is called «-= (j. 
/WWV\ 1 
The wine wrung out is painted blue. The 
mass that is being trodden out is blue, Avith 
darker spots to represent the berries. The vine 
is coloured as in fig. 405. Blue water is being 
poured from a reel pot. 
Platio XXXIV 
Heading.— Correct this to S. WALL. 
Columns.—Pieces of the broken Avail, sufficient 
to supply the lacuna, have been recovered (see 
Pl. iii.). Col. 1 plainly ended with sin. 
Reg. 1.—The name of the first figure should 
end with @. 
For more complete copies of the second and 
fourth nome-signs see figs. 327 and 22. 
Before the third figure Avas one of the nome-
signs containing the bull. For this (recovered 
from the debris) see Pl. xvi. 
The lines of the women's dress ha\Te been 
someAvhat confused. All should have a tress 
of the wis; hanaino; over the bosom, the tAvo 
shoulder straps, and the necklace (as in Pl. 
xxxv.). 
Reg. 2.—The I after O should be plain. 
The slaughterers carry the usual knife-
sharpener, stuck inside their belts behind, and 
attached to the front of the belt by a cord. 
The knives are set in backs, apj:>arently. For 
this, and for the names and titles of the first 
and third figures, see p. 42. 
Reg. 3.—Cancel the base line under the 
figures determinative of M , and insert one 
between this register and the next below. 
Correct the names of the second and fifth 
figures to ^ j ^ Q and ^ < ^ * (bo. fig. 
322). 
Platio XXXV (upper half). 
Title.—A Iter this to S. W A L L , T O P . 
Columns.—Read 1 ° For completion of 
loAver part see Pl. iii. 
Peg. 2.'—Before the fourth figure read «££> **. 
In place of the blank enclosures before the 
last two figures are inscriptions in faded ink. 
For the apparent reading see approximate 
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sketch on p. 42. The first, third, and fourth 
figures (as also the last figure in Peg. 3) have 
green pads on their heads like the eighth. 
Some of the baskets are finely Avoven in orcen 
and velUnv Avicker-Avork. 
Plate XXXV (lower half). 
Title.—Alter this to N. WALL, TOP. 
The name of The servant with the box behind 
Ptahhetep is r ^ ^ O : that of the attendant 
touching Ptahhetep's face is t\ <=> f$ (?) 
Reg. 1.—For the title of the two musicians 
see fig. 35. The harps seem to rest, or to be 
fixed, on a flat base furnished Avith a back piece, 
which a stay supports. A couchant figure of a 
lion forms an ornamental foot to this stand. 
Each end of the first collar represents the 
head of a hawk. The dwarfs on the left hand 
have one hand raised, and hold a collar some-
what similar to the first. 
Reg. 2.—The *=ns (fourth title) should be of 
the usual >hape. 
Read T (fifth name). 
3. — The second figure is named 
1 -
Reg. 4.—The name of the boy (yelloAv flesh-
tint) at Ptahhetep's feet is ̂  Q f | ^ 
Plate XXXVI. 
Heading.—Correct this to N.WALL, LOWER 
H A L F 
The first and second registers should change 
places. 
Reg. 1 (properly Reg. 2).—Read ̂ ^ •=• «*"«. 
The title over shoulder of first figure is ; 
the name of the sixth (] " ^ / \ ^>; in that of 
the fourth delete ĵ -
The other hands of the last two figures appear 
grasping the stem of the stand. 
Reg. 2 (properly Reg. 1).—Read Ĵ  
Reg. 
For more accurate forms of first, second, fifth, 
and sixth names see next page. 
Reg. 3.—For the form of £| see fig. 155. 
Reg. 4.—The left-hand ox is coloured grey 
Avith large blue-black spots. The bowl and the 
heart (hung on the little finger) are red. 
Plate XXXVII. 
The scenes face imvard. The left-hand column, 
therefore, is taken from the left (E.) side of 
the dooi'Avay as one enters, the other from the 
right (W.). 
Reg. 1 (E.).—For slight additions on the east 
side see PL iii. 
Reg. 2 (W.).—For the names see next page. 
Reg. 3 (W.).— The fourth name is Q ̂  ° J ^ 
Reg. 4 (W.).—For the fourth servant see 
Pl. xvi. On the E. wall there are traces of 
names. 
Plate XXXVIII. 
Heading. — Correct this to W. WALL, 
C E N T R E . 
°°S %N Jf 
(see Reg. 1.—The first name is 
fig. 377). 
Reg. 2.—Read |^<=> * t (i.e. fig. 322). 
Reg. 3. — Over the last servant read 
Reg. 4.—The first hr hb should have a sash 
across the breast. 
For the ssr sign see fig. 288. 
Plate XXXIX. 
Heading.—Correct this to W. WALL, S. 
F A L S E D O O R . 
Col. 1 (numbering from the right).—For the 
form of the qrrt sign here and in col. 8 see 
fig. 242. 
For the form of by a and hr ntr signs see 
figs. 195 and 87. 
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Col. 4.—© should have the cross-lines and O 
the central spot. 
Col. 7.—Read ra 
Plate XL. 
Heading.—Correct this to W. W A L L , N. 
D O O R (see Pis. xix. and xx.). 
Plate XLI. 
Title.—Correct this to S C A L E 1:8. W. 
W A L L , C E N T R E . 
Columns.—For the pyramid signs see fig. 
246 ; for == (col. 4) see fig. 218. 
Col. 1 (of offerings, numbering from the left). 
The determinative in reg. 1 is a man pouring 
liquid from a vase. For the animal in reg. 3 see 
fig. 74. 
Col. 3.—Read ^ S ^ 5. 
Col. 9.—See below. 
Cols. 11 and 12.—For «*-=> see fig. 147. 
Col. 13, reg. 2.—Read !~^ "]sk(a ?> no* tyw). 
Col. 14, reg. 1.—See beloAv. 
Col. 16, reg. 1.—Read 1 " Reg. 2.—The 
determining figure carries three pellets on his 
arm. Reg. 3.—Delete the first <=>. 
Col. 18, reg. 1.—The hm sign is shaped as in 
fig. 195. The figure should hold nothing in his 
hand. Reg. 3.—Read \|\ ii_i), 
Col. 11), 
Col. 22, reg. 2. -Read 
Col. 23.—The first sign should be nwi (fig. 
386). Reg. 2.—The onions should lie on a 
basket (fig. 175). 
Col. 24, reg. 2.—For the hjislo sign see fig. 140. 
-For the bur sign see fig. 184, 
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